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SUMMARY 

i. 

U 

A. TECHNICAL PROBLEM 

This project is one part ol a larger effort directed at extending- packet switching technology 
into the area of radio communications.   The technical investigations are focused on a Packet 
Radio Network to serve fixed and mobile digital terminals in a tactical command and control 
environment.   The objectives of the Collins investigations are: 

• Perform research covering the application of radio frequency technology to packet 
switched communications. 

• Participate in the overall ARPA Packet Communications Technology Program under the 
guidance of the Packet Radio Communications Working Group. 

• Develop experimental equipments to support the propagation/noise measurements and 
packet radio system/network experiments. 

B. GENERAL METHODOLOGY 

The approach to the packet radio investigations is structured to provide a balance between 
analysis and experiments.   Theoretical studies and laboratory experiments are directed at 
each of the following areas: 

• Radio Networks - identification and evaluation of alternative network structures and 
operating disciplines. 

• LOS Transmission - parametric investigation of the transmission variables such as 
operating frequency, ai'ea coverage, interference, power output and path losses. 

• Modulation and Detection - investigation of signal processing techniques as related to 
contention, channelization, and coexistence pxcperties. 

• Equipment Design - identification and characterization of economic and technical 
constraints and limitations. 

f •      Communications Security - evaluate the impact of encryption and traffic flow security 
requirements and disciplines on system design. 

Results and data from these functionally orientated investigations are used in the design 
activities focused specifically on the experimental system and equipments.   The design 
activities are organized as an iterative process to achieve a balance between the perfor- 
mance of the system, the techniques available for its creation and the constraints imposed 
by nature and technology. 

^ u 

C.     TECHNICAL RESULTS 

This quarterly report contains a technical plan for an experimental packet radio repeater. 
The characteristics planned for the initial packet rad?o system are identified,  an experi- 
mental repeater to provide these system characteristics is defined, and the techniques 
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planned to implement the initial equipments are identified.   Specific technical results reported 
or implied by the repeater technical plan include: 

1. Frequency allocation data prepared 

2. Repeater software organization and structure defined 

;3. Spread spectrum codes selected and acoustic devices ordered 

4. Experimental radio system/station processor interface defined 

5. Equipment form factor and printed circuit board/module profiles established 

(i. Many circuit functions designed, breadboarded,  and being tested. 

D.     PLAN FOR NEXT QUARTER ACTIVITIES 

The emphasis during the next quarter will be on the detailed design of the initial experi- 
mental repeater.   Circuit design and layout will continue; modules and circuit boards will be 
fabricated, assembled,  and checked out; and the pieces will be integrated into subsections. 
Tests will be run at this level to evaluate the design prior to the assembly of the initial 
experimental units. 
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In. 

An ARPA project Is underway to extend packet switching technology into the area of radio 
communications. A network concept that utilizes the unique broadcast properties of radio 
systems, coupled with the asynchronous burst character of packet organized traffic,  has been 
formulated. The network consists of an array of radio repeaters that handles addressed 
packets of digital information using two-radio broadcast techniques. The puipose of the 
network is to serve fixed and mobile digital terminals in a tactical command and control 
environment. 

This document presents a technical plan for the design of an experimental packet radio re- 
peater. The plan identifies specific system attributes for the initial repeaters, describes 
the operation of the repeater in terms of its network function, and presents the design 
baseline guiding the development efforts. This technical plan is not a specification or a 
final report, but rather a working document. It represents a "snapshot" of the design process 
taken at a particular point in time. The system and equipment designs presented can be 
expected to change as a result of test results and the continuing design effort. 

A packet radio network is organized around three fundamental components:   packet radio 
repeaters, one or more network management stations, and radio linked terminal devices. 
The repeater encompasses all of the technology and contains the basic functions required for 
any of these network components (with the exception of the specialized logic processes re- 
lating to end-to-end transfer protocols and certain top-level network management operations). 
For this reason,  the repeater has been selected as the focal point for the initial system de- 
sign of the packet transportation sub-net and as the equipment that will be developed for the 
initial system/network experiments. 

The technical plan for the experimental repealer is presented in the following six sections. 
Section 2 provides an introduction to the experimental repeater and addresses such basic 
questions as:   "What is a repeater," and What does it do?" The material in this section 
establishes a perspective for these questions and previews the more detailed answers con- 
tained in the later sections. 

Section 3 identifies the principal system factors that impact repeatnr design. Relationships 
between performance, technique and environment are presented, and the characteristics 
planned for the initial experimental repeate s are identified. 

Section 4 describes the organization and operation of a repeater in terms of its basic opera- 
tions:   receive packet, transmit packet, and header data processing. The basic functions 
planned to accomplish these processes are identified along with the interactions between the 
functions. 

Section 5 and 6 focus on the internal repeater functions themselves and provide an additional 
level of detail. Section ö describes the rf and signal processing functions in terms of how 
each will be accomplished. Section 6 describes the digital functions. 

i\ 
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foreword 

Section 7 is concerned with the Integration of the various elements into a complete physical 
entity that is an experimental repeater. The packaging and power distribution plans for the 
initial versions of the experimental repeater are outlined in section 7. 

This technical plan will he augmented by additional material dealing specifically with network 
design strategies, terminal and station design, and a plan for the experimental activities. 
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Section 2 

The Experimental Repeater:   An Introduction 

2.1  BACKGROUND 

In the late lüGO's, two developments occurred which had a striking impact on the course of 
digital network communications:  One was the creation oi the Advanced Research Projects 
Agency's (ARPA) resource sharing computer network, known as the ARPANET.   The second 
development, which lollowed right on the heels oi the first, was the multiple access radio 
network pioneered by the University oi Hawaii and known as the ALOHA system.   The unique 
attribute of these two networks is their departure from the conventional circuit switching 
technique.   Rather, in each instance, a form of computerized switching is used in which 
addressed packets of information are used to communicate digital data between many sources 
and destinations. 

A major reason that the ARPANET had such an impact was that it offered switched wideband 
data Communications at a potential cost far below that of other available alternatives, and 
that it afforded the same or better technical performance. The original objective was to find 
a way to Interconnect a large number of computer resources distributed around the United 
States in such a way that they could be effectively shared. In the process of determining how 
best to conned these resources, the need for economic wideband switched digital service 
became clear. 

The ALOHA system was derived from research efforts directed at finding means to connect 
remote terminals to the compulation center in an effective manner. This led to the study and 
implementation of a system based on radio links and multiple access computer communica- 
tion techniques. In the process, a new and fruitful aspect of switching technology based on 
radio transmission that is well suited to tactical command, control and communication 
networks was opened up. 

In 1973 a Packet Radio Communications Working Group (PRCWG) was formed by ARPA to 
perform research and experiments directed at two primary goals.   The first goal addresses 
the communication or packet transportation issues associated with a distributed,  mobile 
community of digital terminals.   The second goal is directed at the critical shortage of rf 
spectrum and the need for improved frequency management strategies.   Both goals relate to 
the critical need for greatly improved communications capability in the military tactical 
environnent. 

Each of the services has plans for the application of digital systems/computers in the tactical 
environment.   These applications, coupled with the present and projected needs for secure 
voice traffic, dictate that advanced, cost-effective digital communication techniques be found 
for Department of Defense applications.   Reliable, secure, responsive digital networks are 
needed.   The systems must perform their intended missions in a crowded, hostile rf 
spectrum; and the equipments to implement such systems must be light, compact, mobile, 
and require little power.   It is toward this end that the Packet Radio Project is headed. 
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the experimental repeater:   an introduction 

2.2    NETWORK OV ER VIEW 

The Packet Radio (PR) network uses radio broadcast properties to provide area coverage for 
äitr^t ^T1110 ^ Cu0ntr01 com'^^cationS.   The network trSfic fs formedTnto ' 

trans^'^^^^ 

lor managing these asynchronous actions are distributed throughout the net wo rl^ 

tZforZ^vi8.0^^ wOUnd three Primary iu^tional components:   PR terminal   PR 
station, and PR repeater.   A terminal contains the rf, signal processine   anddip^ltw 
tions required to couple a data source/sink to the packet^rÄ 

The station consists of a "repeater" front-end that provides the coupling to the mriin 
channel, plus the additional logical power to direct and monitor tl^^ 

.3    REQUIREMENTS AND OBJECTIVES 

iSÄ:~si===-~3-s^ 

31 

J 

* attrfbut^s.arChiteCtUre ^ a Strict set of ^«tem disciplines that establish the network 

# prSs0.' ^^ '"' SOftWare elementS deVeloped in accordance with these 
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i I /\    TERMINAL 

Qy   REPEATER 

|S|     STATION 

( P)   PROCESSOR 

Figure 2-1.    Stand-Alone Network. 
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•     Instructions   procedures, and design aids that facilitate the direct aoDlication „f thi. 
commumcation resource to specific missions, deployments anTnlcX "'thlS 

a.    Traffic Characteristics 

This category addresses such questions as:   "What types of service are required?" nnrl How many users are there?" OCJ.VICC am required ^   and 

1. 

2. 

Digital Traffic.    The network services digital transfers    The Hoto ,•   ♦ 

c^srÄrnr8 —L -s— -rmr/erSn. 

sTÄcMe„rhld-I"dedevicehse 7™^^^?°** ^ ^s/ 

computing machines, and n'SJIenlors S' «^ ie™e*- Peters, 
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Figure 2-3.    Internetwork Gateway. 

4.      Many Connection Options.    In general, any user of the network can reach any 
resource served by the network:   computing machine, another terminal, or another 
network. 

b.    User Environment. 

This category highlights those non-traffic factors associated with a community of users 
that have a significant impact on the design of a network. 

1.      Area Coverage.    The terminals can be dispersed over a large area: 100 to 1000 
square miles. 
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Figure 2-4.    Packet Radio Repeater Basic Functions. 

provides temporary storage for packets and contains the data processing programs and 
elements needed to accomplish the routing, error control, flow control," and management 
procedures required for network operation. 

One of the objectives of the ARPA Packet Radio Project is to develop the capability to test the 
packet radio concept and designs by a series of experiments performed in a representative 
environment.   The repeater design embodies the majority of the technical issues associated 
with the movement of packets within a network.   For this reason, it has been selected as the 
focal point for the initial development effort.   The design of the initial experimental repeaters 
is influenced by the following: 

a.    The experimental repeater is a flexible equipment designed with several degrees of 
freedom and with which specific communication link and basic network experiments can 
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Figure 2-5.    Configuration Options Packet Radio System Experiments. 

b. 

c. 

be accomplished.   The repeater is the primary element planned for the initial series of 
system experiments and, as such,  mud be capable of performing the terminal access 
and station radio functions as well as the normal role defined for a PR repeater. The 
configuration options planned for the initial experimental units are illustrated in 
figure 2-5. 

The experimental repeater serves as a vehicle for the investigation, development, and 
testing of promising new rf and device technology. 

The experimental repeater is designed such that new techniques (for example, larger 
spreads, mutliple channels or frequency hopping) can be added as the exiperiments 
progress. 
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In accordance with these factors, the following guidelines are established for the implementa- 
tion ot the initial experimental equipment: unpiemema 

a. Modularity.    The initial equipments will be organized and constructed as a set of func- 
tional modules     This is to facilitate the modification and/or change of specific features 
as the system design matures.   Functional boundaries and defined interfaces will be 
established and strictly adhered to. 

b. Size and Weight     Repeaters are ruggedized, man-transportable units.   The initial 

SohnSnnp/ 'T .     ^ T^n aS P0SSible' USing available components and construction 
techniques.   The goal ol small, compact equipments must be balanced against the require- 
ments imposed by the experimental mission of the equipments (i.e., including option 
features and provisions for modification and change).   The design goal for the experi- 
mental repeater is a volume equal to or less than 1 cubic foot (excluding batteries). 

c. Lx)w Power.     Power drain is a very critical factor.   Every effort will be made to reduce 
the power drain and to extend battery life.   Low-power circuit techniques and devices 
are to be used and functions are lo be turned off during periods when they are not needed 
The design goal is 10 watts in receive. 

'''    ?hP nnp^inn7 feHP1'0t0tPe elfments wil1 be used to execute a series of experiments. 
The operation of these elements must be consistent and repeatable so as not to mask or 

fSfnvW6 ^T1*211^- • A1S0' the efJuiPme^ must be available and operational 
a very large percentage ol the time so that the experiments can proceed as scheduled 
Quality components and construction techniques, coupled with well-conceived and tested 
designs, are needed.   Maintenance features, including monitoring and self-test   must be 

equSment '' *" CyCle ^ Pr0Vided aS an inte^ed part of each prototype 
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Section 3 

System Design 

3.1    A PERSPECTIVE 

The design of an advanced communication network is a complex, multi-level process.   The 
goal is to achieve a balance between the need for the network, the techniques available for its 
creation, and the constraints imposed by nature and technology. 

Figure 3-1 illustrates several of the dimensions involved in the design of a communication 
network, identifies typical variables involved at the different design levels, mid provides a 
guide to impact between the design variables at the different levels.   For example, the 
experimental repeater must ultimately be defined in terms of an effective radiated power 
(FRP), while the network is measured in terms of capacity.   The translation between these 
two involves the consideration of such immediate factors as channel organization   range   bit 
error rale, path loss and power drain " »        & » 

One of the first steps accomplished by the Packet Radio Project was to qualitatively identify 
the attributes desired for an experimental packet radio system.   These attributes are out- 
lined in the following statements and provide a perspective for the discussion of the system 
and equipment parameters that follow. 

a. Traffic Organized into Discrete Packets.    The packet approach allows for asynchronous 
transfers within the network.   This is desired to accommodate the large number of users 
and the variety of terminal types. 

Common Transmission Channel.    The network uses a single common channel for all 
packet transfers.   This channel is shared by all network elements.   The common channel 
structure is derived from the need for distributed, dynamic allocation of channel service 
and the corresponding need for minimum delay. 

High Channel Capacity.     The channel bit rate must be several orders of magnitude 
greater than the average rate of a typical terminal device.   This is required to accom- 
modate the common channel mode of operation and to minimize the link transmission 
time per packet, which is directly related to bit rate. 

Omnidirectional Radio Broadcast.   This relates to providing service for an area (not 
a specific location) and to the corresponding need for many terminals and repeaters to 
access the common channel. 

Occupied Bandwidth Greater than Information Bandwidth.     The Packet Radio System will 
use spread spectrum signaling.   The processing gain available from the additional band- 
width is used to provide multiple access provisions and a tolerance with respect to inter- 
fering signals. 

Microprocessor in Each Equipment.     Each network element has packet processing 
responsibilities associated with the requirement for distributed routing m\d flow control 
mechanisms. 
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Figure 3-1.    Typical Design Dimensions. 

g.     Low Bit Error Rate.     Low bit and packet error rates are needed to avoid wasting the 
available network capacity and to minimize network delays associated with retrans- 
missions. 

h.    Rugged, Lightweight,  Low Power Equipment.    The equipments must not restrict the 
flexibility and mobility of the users under tactical operating conditions. 

Relationships between selected system characteristics and equipment parameters are outlined 
in the following paragraphs. 

3.2    TRANSFER CHANNEL ORGANIZATION 

A top-level question in the design of an experimental Packet Radio System is, "How should 
the various network elements be interconnected and how can the rf spectrum be organized to 
provide the desired interconnections?"   Three basic interconnection techniques initially 
come to mind.    The first provides a dedicated link between each pair of network elements that 
must exchange information.   Another technique is to define a fixed number of transfer links 
and switch the terminations of these paths to serve the desired transfers.   A third basic 
approach is to provide a single,  high-capacity link and a suitable mechanism to allow all 
network pairs access to this common transfer media. 

The latter scheme has been adopted for the initial experimental system.   A single, common 
channel is defined in the frequency domain.   Each network element (repeater, terminal and 
station) is configured such that it can send or receive packets via tills common channel.   The 
elements operate in a switched, half-duplex mode; that is, each element can transmit a 
packet or receive a packet, but not both simultaneously. 
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A simple "transmit when ready" philosophy, coupled with an acknowledgment protocol, is 
used to provide access to this common channel.   Each network element transmits whenever a 
packet is ready.   If the transfer is successful, an acknowledgment will be returned.   If an 
acknowledgment is not received within a suitable time, the packet is launched again. 

Theoretical models of this simple allocation scheme indicate a maximum value for the steady- 
state channel throughput equal to approximately one-sixth of the common channel capacity. 
When such factors as capture (receive one packet correctly when two or more conflict) and 
the network radio topology (not all elements mutually interfere) are taken into consideration, 
the utilization is shown to increase. 

This approach has been adopted for the initial experimental system.   It requires a minimum 
of complexity to implement and holds out the promise for effective use of rf spectrum and 
minimum delay when evaluated at the network level. 

3.3    OPERATING FREQUENCY 

The choice of an operating frequency band for the experimental system is bounded on the high 
end by the propagation losses between omnidirectional antenna and by the peak power charac- 
teristics of battery-driven microwave power sources. These two factors combine to reduce 
the received signal power and, therefore, the range as the operating frequency is increased. 
The lower bounds on the operating frequency are derived from the occupied bandwidth,  small 
antenna size requirements and impulse noise considerations. 

The system parameter that ties many of these factors together is range.   For a line-of-sight 
path, omnidirectional antennas, mid a fixed set of transmission characteristics (power, 
bandwidth, BER, etc.), the range relationship is: 

d2 - f2/f1 

If the operating frequency is doubled, the range is reduced to one-half of the previous value. 
This relationship gives a worst-case indication of the impact of operating frequency on radio 
link range.   Two additional factors are involved that tend to reduce the sensitivity of radio 
range to operating frequency. 

The first factor is that the loss that will actually be experienced on packet radio links will be 
greater than free-space values due to the propagation environment.   Okumura has published 
propagation data for a radio environment that approximates the conditions expected for packet 
radio.   The primary parameters that influence the loss predicted in the Okumura model are 
the antenna heights at the two ends of the link and the character of the terrain traversed. 
With one antenna close to the ground (as it will be in a packet radio terminal application) and 
an "urban" environment (many obstructions and reflections), the path loss approaches a fourth 
power function of distance.   This means that the radio range is reduced from that predicted 
by the free-space loss relationship and that the dependence of this range on operating frequency 
is also reduced.   For those conditions where the fourth power law is in effect, the range 
versus frequency relationship approaches: 

For this case, if we double the operating frequency, the range is reduced to approximately 
0.7 of the value at the original frequency. 
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m .nf   M ?? r   '      I18 a beunng 0n the range/frequency question is the noise environ- 
n  f/ ^a
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SL,lenieiUs ,nd1^ ^ noise decreases with increasing frequency at a rate 

t toJfl« HPer,0CtaVe in the UlÜ' and L"band r:mge-   The net ^ ^ that. L the irequeney is increased   a lower received signal power is acceptable to provide the same link pSfor- 
mance, which in turn reduces the impact of operating frequency on range. 

^ndüZl^Ztl 'hat packet radio range is not sharply influenced by the operating frequency 
and that the determination of a frequency range for the experimental system should be 
goveined by antenna, power source and fractional bandwidth ronstraints and that the selec 

on o   specific operating frequencies should be based on the availability ^experimental 
allocations in a government band. ^ l-^miL.nuu 

irflSlÜ? ^"'fT8 linearly With ive^e^y and the transportable antenna requirements 
for the experimental system can be satisfied at any frequency above about 100 MHz    The 

emc^avTl rqUired (10 t0 2Ü ;VattS) Cim he pr0Vided ^ * transistor amplifier!'wS good eiticiency, at frequencies up to at least 2 GHz. 

^SdSed^OO MHT InVrS2 t0 1-85 G
1
HZ Wül be USed f0r the initial experiments.   It is i   the desired 100-MHz to 2-GHz region imd appears to provide the desired interference 

conditions with regard to existing occupants of the band. mtenei ence 

3.4     BIT RATE 

,1 

j 
I 

The maximum rate that an omnidirectional channel can support is limited by the effects of the 
de ay spread due to multipath.   An upper limit can be approximated by the^neral relation- 
ship that the symbol period be at least twice the delay spread- general reiation- 

N  ( 
sym    R 2T 

ms 

where: 

Tsym = Syrnbo1 Period - seconds 

Nc = Number of bits per symbol 

Rcj = Bit rate - bits/second 

T
ms = Delay spread - -seconds 

Measurements of the propagation environment have been made in the San Francisco area as n 
part ol the Packet Radio Project. The initial results indicate that deCspSsxn t^e order 
of ^to 3 microseconds will be common, but that spreads in excess of 5^nLrotconds are 

This data indicates that an upper limit for the symbol period in a severe multipath environ- 

' f isVmitedtoToo nS-   KHV:bit"PrSymb01 ,110dlllilti0" tech^e - used^TheX n^l rate is limited to 100 Kbps.   Higher rates can be achieved in this same environment bv uslmr 
multiple bit-per-symbol coding (4 phase. 2-bit-per-symbol; or 8 phasrS-bit-pTsymbol^ 
etc.)    These teclmiques require additional equipment complexity .and somewhaf greS 
receive signal power to achieve the same level of performance. 
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A second primary consideration for the packet radio system is the impact ol bit rate on range 
under conditions of limited peak transmitter power.   As the range or link distance is 
increased   a constant power channel reaches a point where the rate becomes limited by the 
transmit power and path loss statistics.   Beyond this range, the rate that the channel can 
sustain at a fixed BER drops off rapidly.   Figure 3-2 illustrates typical range versus bit 
relationships, including the constraints imposed by the multipath delay spread. 

Two data rates are provided in the experimented system.   The rate for terminal/repeater 
transfers is 100 Kbps.   Tins rate was selected to provide the maximum capacity in the 
anticipated multipath environment with a minimum of equipment complexity. The range pre- 
dicted for this type link varies between 2 miles and 10 miles as a function of the character 
of the terrain. 

The rate selected for repeater/  -ptstet transfers is 400 Kbps.   In general, repeater antennas 
will be higher than terminal antennas and will therefore experience less multipath and lower 
nath loss    Uso, the repealer/repeater link has 9 dBi antenna gain at each end. Range will 
again depend on the characteristics of particular paths, but values from 10 to 30 miles are 
possible depending on antenna placement. 

3.5     MODULATION 

The signaling waveform for the experimental repeater involves two levels of modulation. 
One level deals with making the transmission bandwidth much larger than the information 
bandwidth, and the other is concerned with forming the individual transmission symbols. 

A spread spectrum mode of signaling has been selected for the experimental system.   The 
processing gain associated with the expanded bandwidth can be used to provide a degree oi 
"capture" for the multiple access channel or some protection against interfering signals. 
The spread techniques also reduce the effect of the packet radio signal on other systems in 
the same general frequency band. 

A code-spread technique has been selected for the Initial experimental repeaters.   This 
approach offers the following advantages: 

a      The energy distribution is evenly spread in frequency and constant with time during the 
transmission of a packet.   This type of signal coordinates well within most types of 
existing services. 

ID Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) technology offers a simple and economic means for imple- 
menting this approach and the SAWD matched filters are self-synchronizing with respect 
to the code sequence. 

c.    The design is adaptable to addition of frequency hop spread spectrum if spread factors 
need be larger than that possible using code spread alone. 

The spread factor for the experimental system is constrained by available device technology. 
Factors of a few hundred represent current SAWD technology for coded devices and larger 
spread factor units depart considerably from theoretical performance.   A spread factor of 
128 has been chosen for the 100-Kbps rate and 32 for the 400-Kbps rate.   The ratio results in 
the same chip rate for the two data rates.   This approach results in eq drvment simplification. 

The technique selected for modulating the chips is MSK. Also known as fast FSK, FM-PSK, 
and staggered QPSK, this technique results in a constant amplitude signal that exhibits little 
band spreading when put through a class C amplifier.   This is a desirable property as it 
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allows increased power amplifier efficiency and minimizes the amount of high level output 
filtering required. 

Figure 3-3 shows the power spectral density of the experimental repeater and illustrates the 
MSK spectrum, including the effects of the 50-MHz output filter.   Figure 3-4 illustrates the 
differences in spectral density between MSK and biphase PSK. 

3.6     DETECTION 

A matched-filter, differentially coherent detection approach has been selected for the experi- 
mental repeater.   Figure 3-5 gives a performance comparison in terms of BER versus 
signal-to-noise for several different detection schemes.   The best performance is achieved by 
a coherent process (CPSK or CRISK) and the poorest results are obtained from noncoherent 
detection using different codes for a 1 and a 0 (PO-MSK). 
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Figure 3-4.    Relative Spectral Density. 

The differentially coherent techniques require approximately 1 dB additional Eb/N0 to achieve 
he same BER as the coherent teclmique.   This is a small price to pay when iXced ag^nsl 

the additional equipment complexity required for coherent operation. 

The matched filter will be implemented using a surface acoustic wave device.   This technicme 
is sell-synchronizing with respect to the code sequence, and holds out the promise for small 
low-cost, high-performance detectors. ' 

3 .7     PACKET ORGANIZATION 

A packet is the container in which information is packaged prior to its introduction into the 
transportation sub-net.   The packet is designed, as are containers for other transportation 
systems, with one eye on the type and character of the information it will handle and the other 
eye focused on the needs of the transportation system. 
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Figure 3-5.    Detection Performance Comparison. 
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A packet is organized into four parts:  preamble, header, text and checksum 
serves a specific role in the overall transfer process. 

3.7.1   Preamble 

Each part 

IhflZt      f        Pfc,ketiorm the Preamble.   This segment of the packet serves to announce 
H H™ ^Sf / a Pa •'    ^ provides the time and the information for the radio system to con- 
dition itself to receive the remainder of the packet.   During the preamble period, receiver 
Hon^H?6 adjf fd' bit th^gjs derived from the incoming signal, and a detector is condi- 
tioned to mark the precise end of preamble (EOP).   The end of preamble signal serves as a 
delimiter for handling the packet segments that follow «xvet, as a 

The preamble planned for the experimental system contains a maximum of 48 bits, 
IJ bits m tins series contain a specific code used to detect the EOP. 

3.7.2    Header 

The last 

The header contains the instructions for the distributed network processor.   Fields within the 
header define how the packet is to be handled at each step in the transfer process.   A vaSable 
header length is planned for the experimental system.   This provides considerable flexSy 
for experimentation.   Fields planned for the header include: «louity 

a. Header Plus Text Word Count 

b. Header Word Count 

c. Packet Type - identifies a packet in terms of the purpose of its text (search, information 
acknowledgment, control, etc.) ^'.maiiun, 

d. Routing Instructions 

e. Terminal Identification 

f. Destination Descriptors 

3.7.3 Test 

This segment of the packet contains the information to be transferred.   The text segment is 
variable in length from 0 to a maximum of 128 sixteen-bit words minus the numbeSwords 
set information contained in this segment can be in any form or character 

The text segment can be used to transfer new parameters or program segments to repeaters 
during network operation and/or initialization. « at, to repeaters 

3.7.4 Checksum 

The header and text tire processed through an error coder prior to transfer.   The checksum 
from this encoding process is transferred as the last segment of a packet.   Received packets 
are subjected to the mverse process and discarded (not acknowledged or forwarded) if errors 
are detected.   A 16-bit checksum is planned for the initial implementation ' 
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Section 4 

Organization and Operation 

4.1    GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The function of the repealer in a PR network is that of "packet processor." The resources 
of the repeater are organized to serve three basic operations: receive a packet, logical 
testing of packets and transmit packets.   Certain of the resources of a repeater (power ampli- 
fier,  modulator, detectors, error coders, programs, etc.) are dedicated to specific opera- 
tions, while other resources (central processing unit, memory, antenna, etc.) are shared by 
two or more of the operational processes.   In addition to the operational processes, the 
repeater has internal control mechanisms that handle the common housekeeping tasks and 
coordinate between the basic operations. 

A conceptual view of the basic organization of a repeater is presented in figure 4-1.   The 
packet transmit and receive processes represent the primary input and output ports of the 
packet processor.   The test operations determine what preprogrammed actions the repeater 
should take based on the contents of a particular packet.   For example, if a packet has 
detected errors or is not labeled for tins particular repeater, it will be discarded.   In 
another case, the packet will be acknowledged, the header data modified per the routing 
program,  and the packet forwarded to the transmit process. 

The repeater is organized such that several operations can be underway at the same time. 
The transmit and receive operations are mutually exclusive since they share common ele- 
ments in the rf chain; however, the two packets can be received concurrently and the packet 
testing programs can run at the same time as a transmit or a receive operation. 

The experimental repealer has additional operational processes defined that provide flexi- 
bility over and above that required for a basic repeater.   These processes include: 

a. Output to station 

b. Input from station 

c. Terminal service 

The station transfer processes are organized such that they can be executed concurrently 
with the basic repeater processes, subject only to the available memory restrictions.   The 
terminal input/output (I/O) process does not have direct access to memory and, therefore, 
does not execute simultaneously with such operations as packet testing. 

The hardware mid software functions required to direct and accomplish these operations are 
described in sections 5 and 6 of this document.   The following paragraphs of this section 
describe the logical operation of transmit and receive operations and identify the elements 
that operate on the packet as it is processed. 
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organization and operation 
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EXECUTIVE PROCESS 

SET INITIAL 

REPEATER 

STATE 
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INSTRUCTION 
TO PROCESS 
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Figure 4-1.    Repeater Organization. 

4.2    RECEIVE PACKET 

: 

, 

Li 

"I 
A 

i 

The experimental repeater has two receive packet processes:  one for high rate (400 Kbps), 
and a separate process for low rate (100 Kbps), which can be used at the same time. 
Figure 4-2 outlines the logic of the receive process, and figure 4-3 illustrates the functional 
elements that operate on the packet as the process executes.   The logic and information flow 
is the same for both the high and low rate process.   The difference between the two is the 
actual implementation of the demodulator circuits. 

Receive Packet is enabled by the internal coordination program.   Instructions to this process 
cause its control logic to be reset and an address to be loaded that defines where a received 
packet will be stored.   Following this instruction, the local control logic will set a RECEIVE 
ENABLE line.   The repeater antenna is connected to the rf amplification and filtering 

. I 
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;: Figure 4-2.    Receive Packet Logic, 
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FIEPOHTS HCV ENABLE 

Figure 4-3.    Receive Packet Information Flow. 
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organization and operation 

The receive process is now complete.   The RECEIVE ENABLE line is reset find status is 
reported. 

4.3    TRANSMIT PACKET 

i 

I . 

The transmit process logic is outlined in figure 4-4 and the corresponding information flow 
illustrated in ligure 4-5.   The process is initiated when instructions are received that specify 
the location of the packet to be transmitted, the number of words in the packet (including the 
preamble words for transmit), high or low rate transfer, and the desired power level. 

When these instructions have been loaded, the TRANSMIT ENABLE line is set    This action 
forces the repeater functions into the transmit mode and opens a path from the specified 
packet buffer to the antenna.   Following Transmit Enable, words are transferred from the 
packet memory to the bit-to-chip encoder via an error coding function.   The encoder 
translates each bit into the appropriate 128-chip coded sequence.   The chip sequence is then 
modulated on a nominal 70-MHz carrier.   The signal is translated to L-band, amplified, and 

When the word counter indicates that the last word has been transferred, a checksum from 
the error encoder is transferred.   The packet transmit process is now complete    The 
enable line is reset and status reported. 

I 

I 

I u 

\ 

n 
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Figure 4-4.    Transmit Packet Logic. 
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Section 5 

Functional Description - Radio Section 

This section of the equipment plan for the ARPA Experimental Packet Radio Network 
describes the radio section of the packet repeater.  The radio section includes the antenna    rf 

nlT^ „r  ^T6   lTti0nS- am] Signal Processing- The primary input and output inter- 
faces to other parts of the repeater are digital interfaces to the processor described in 
section (). 

A general description of the radio secti 

i 

D 

on is given in paragraph 5. 1. and detailed descrip- 
tions of the various subsystems forming the radio section are givemin paraeraph 
radio system described meets the performance objectives summarized in section 
system performance summary is given in paragraph 3. 1. ß. 

!. The 
A radio 

5.1     GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The general description for the radio includes five major sections 
major subsystems within the radio section. 

]ach section addresses 

A functional block diagram of the radio is depicted in figure 5-1. When in the transmit mode 
packets in serial digital form flow from the microprocessor to the encoder/modulator. The ' 
encoder chip encodes the bit data and presents the chips to the minimum shift keying (MSK 
modulator    The MSK modulator output is then up-converted (double conversion) to rf   where 

is amplified to   0 watts minimum. The transmitter output is coupled to the antenna through 
the transmit/receive (T/R) switch, which also isolates the transmitter from the receiver 

In the receive mode, the T/R switch allows receive rf signals from the antenna to flow to 
the down-converter section. The down-converter (double conversion) output is signal pro- 
cessed and demodulated for serial bit data transmission to the microprocessor. K       '   0 

The system provides facilities for operation at data rates of inn and 400 Klops. The rf and if 
portions of the receiver are cvmmon for the two data rates up to the output of the noncoherent 
automatic gain control (age). The signal is split at the output of the noncoherent age   and 
beyond this point independent circuits are used for each of the two data rates.        '    " 

5.1.1    Transmitter 

A functional block diagram of the transmitter and receiver is shown in figure 5-1    The 
transmitter functions include the encoder/modulator, up-converter, power amplifier 
r/R switch,  and antenna. 

The frequency generation and control/monitor logic is common to both transmit and receive 
functions-   and the antenna is time shared between transmit and receive by means of the 
i /li switch. 

The transmitter accepts a data packet (including preamble and header) in serial bit form 
from the microprocessor, chip encodes the bits with the spread spectrum code,  converts 
this digital chip signal to constant envelope phase modulation MSK. up-converts to rf output 
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functional description - radio section 

frequency, amplifies to 10 watts minimum,  filters the up-converted signal, and couples the 
signal to the antenna, which radiates the packet radio signal. 

Power dissipation in the transmitter is minimized by turning off power to transmitter 
functions when not transmitting. 

5. 1.2    Receiver 

Receiver functions include rf preampliflcatlon, down-conversion,  signal gain control 
(includes both noncoherent and coherent age), matched filter signal detection (surface 
acoustic wave devices, SWAD's).  preamble detection, bit sync acquisition, and data detec- 
tion. These receiver functions are shown in figure 5-1. 

A matched filter is used to decode and demodulate at each bit rate.  Dual rate detection is 
accomplished by using independent signal processing circuits for each rate following the 
first age stage (noncoherent age).   Low rate (100 Kbps) is intended for terminal''repeater 
traffic, while high data rate (400 Kbps) is used for repeater/repeater traffic. 

Higher rales are permissible on repeater to repealer links because of the higher gain of 
the repeater antennas and operation over unobstructed paths.  Multipath effects are also 
expected to be minimum on repeater to repeater links, allowing operation at higher data 
rates. 

The design will also provide for simultaneous operation of multiple detectors at each data 
rate, although the first systems delivered will be equipped with only one detector at each 
rate. Simultaneous reception of two or more signals is possible bv operating each detector 
in a time gated mode. This is possible with the spread spectrum system since the correla- 
tion peak duration is much smaller than the bit period. 

Terminals and repeaters communicating with a repeater are received in random clock 
phase, but clock frequency is sufficiently precise relative to the packet duration that the 
relative time positions between the correlation peaks of two received signals does not vary 
significantly over the duration of the packet. The effectiveness of this technique will depend 
on the extent to which multipath is absent and the degree to which transmit power control 
maintains a relatively constant receiver power level at the repeater independent of path 
length. The use of multiple detectors does not depend upon precise network synchronization 
but rather, depends upon the statistics of random packet transmission. 

The preamble (which does not include header of text) is organized to perform three basic 
functions in the receiver: 

a. Automatic gain control (age) for receiver amplifiers to normalize rf signal levels for 
signal processing and detection circuits. 

b. Bit rate acquisition and synchronization. 

c. End of preamble (EOP) detection and start of text data to the microprocessor. 

A total of 48 bits of preamble are used. The preamble format is shown in figure 5-2. 

The last 13 bits are used for EOP detection. The method chosen for EOP detection (described 
in the design description section) is based primarily on ease of implementation and lowest 
power consumption consistent with high performance rather than use of shortest possible 
preamble. 

. i 

- 
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Figure 5-2.     Preamble Organization. 

Bit synchronization must be achieved prior to the last 13 bits of the preamble: hence   bit 
synchronization must be acquired within 35 bits from the start of the preamble. The 'coherent 
age requires 13 bits for stablization. Bit synchronization is achieved by conventional phase- 
lock loop methods with added techniques to reject multipath components.  Preamble is genera- 
ted by a 9-bit truncated Barker sequence followed by three 13-bit Barker sequences   trans- 
mitted sequentially by Barker, Barker.  Barker,  Barker for 48 bits total. Preamble is 
generated in microprocessor software. Figure 5-2 shows the preamble organization and 
radio operations that occur. 

5.1..')    Frequency Generation 

The frequency generation equipment generates two types of signals: one is the local oscillator 
(LO) frequency generation for up-converter/down-converter use, the other is stable clock 
signals for chip and bit timing. 

If SAWD's were of sufficient accuracy, only one frequency standard would be required for 
both frequency generation requirements: however, since SAWD's cannot be built to 
absolute frequency requirements in the time frame for the experimental packet radio initial 
development, different frequency standards are used to derive the local oscillator and clock 
signals. The first local oscillator may be adjusted to provide a ±20-KHz variation in the if 
center frequency to correct for the SAWD frequency tolerance. 

The first LO generator employs a synthesizer with 6.4-MHz steps that is separate from the 
second LO injection and chip/bit frequency generation. Each has a stable frequency standard. 
When SAWD technology progresses to where absolute frequency requirements are feasible 
one frequency standard may be eliminated from the frequency generation equipment 
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functional description - radio section 

5.1.4    Performance Specification Summary for Radio Plan 

Frequency Band 

Frequency Channel Spacing 

Transmitter Power Output 

Transmitter Spurious Output 

Antenna 

Modulation 

Chip Modulation 

Occupied Bandwidth 

Bit Modulation 

Chip Rate 

Bit Rates (Dual) 

Receiver Processing Gain 

Receiver Signal Level 

Noise Figure 

Receiver Noise Bandwidth 

Interference Levels 

Receiver Spurious Rejection 

Transmit/receive filter: 

Image rejection: 

50-MHz bandwidth, tunable in 1710- to 1850-MHz 
band 

(5.4-MHz steps, 20 steps.  1718.7155 to 1840.3155 
MHz 

10 watts typical at antenna, 20-dB power control in 
four steps 

> 50 dB below desired output. 20-MHz bandwidth, 
not including modulation sidebands 

Colincar array with 9-dBi gain (repeater, station 
only) 

Code (pseudonoise) spread spectrum 

MSK (minimum shift keying) 

20 MHz for 99.5-percent transmitter energy 

Differentially coherent 

12.8 megachip per second (Mcps) 

100 Kbps at low rate - terminal/repeater traffic 
128 spread factor: 400 Kbps at high rate - 
repeater/repeater traffic, 32 spread factor 

+21 dB at 100 Kbps 

+15 dB at 400 Kbps 

-100 dBm to 0 dBm (linear to -20 dBm) at 100 Kbps 

-100 dBm to 0 dBm (linear to -20 dBm) at 400 Klops 

< 8 dB 

20 MHz determined by if ß-pole Butterworth filter 
or equivalent 

In-band interferers (±10 MHz of carrier) 

< 10 dB above signal provided that level is in linear 
range of receiver 

4-pole Chebyshev filter, BW = 50 MHz. mechanically 
tunable over 1710 to 1850 MHz band 

> 80 dB 

Ll 

D 
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functional description - radio section 

Access 

Range 

Random access 

BER Performance 

Pseudonoise Spread Factor 

Coding 

Preamble 

Preamble Detection 

Terminal/repeater -1.4 mile for 99-percent of 
detection in an urban environment.   5 miles for 
50-percent detection in a rural flat environment 

nnn If 5:Är antenna height-   Repeater/repeater Line-of-sight for up to 32 miles (radio horizon) 

Pe S lO-5 

128 chips/bit at low rate 

32 chips/bit at high rate 

64 chips/MSK subchannel at low rate 

16 chips/MSK subchannel at high rate 

Length - 48 bits 

9-bit Barker inverted code plus two 13-bit inverted 
Barker codes, followed by 13-bit Barker code 

Probability - 0.999 design goal 

Probability of false alarm - 10~6 

5.1.5    Modem/Microprocessor Interface 

ÄÄ andCr ^ÄoutT"1"0" 0f thlS ^^   T,K "^ of '»^dual 

Tx Enable 

Tx Hi/Lo Data Rate 

Tx Bit Rate 

Tx Clock Rate 

Tx Data 

a. Switches T/R switch to transmit (normally in 
receive mode). 

b. Turns power on to transmitter functions (bit 
rate generator, chip encoder, modulator 
up-converters. power amplifiers). 

c. Monitors error conditions before transmitting. 

a. Signal from microprocessor defining which bit 
rate/chip code to be transmitted. 

b. Signal must occur with or before Tx Enable. 

a.     100-Kbps or 400-Kbps square wave from radio 
rate selected by hi/lo control line. 

Same signal as Tx Bit Rate, but turned around by 
microprocessor.   This allows correction for time 
delay due to distance between radio and micro- 
processor. 

a. Data synchronous with Tx Clock Rate. 

b. Data includes preamble. 
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functional description - radio section 

Tx Power Control 
(3 bits) 

Frequency Control 
(6 bits) 

Rev Enable'' 

Rev End of Preamble* 

Rev Data* 

Controls amount of attenuation below transmitter 
full power. 

Selects transmit frequency. 

Enables age functions, bit synchronization, and EOP 
detection. 

Denotes EOP and start of receive data to micro- 
processor. 

Receive data following EOP.   Data synchronous with 
bit clock. 

Rev Bit Clock* 

Carrier Sense 

5.1. G    Definition and Value of Terms 

100.106 kHz 

400.424 kHz 

1/LRB = 9-9894    |is 

I/HRR = 2.49735   IIS 

12.813508 MHz 

1/Rc = 78.04   [is 

128 

32 

5 1/4 Re = 67.271232 MHz 

LRB 

HRB 

LTB 

HTB 

Rc 

Tn 

LNC 

HNC 

2FIF     : 

2FLO   =      18 Rc =230.64422 MHz 

1FIF     = 

rLO = 

Fo 

F 
O 

23 1/4 Re = 297.91545 MHz 

N.Rc/2 = 1420.8 through 
1542.4 

lFLO + 1RIF - 1718.7155 
through 1840.3155 

6.40000 MHz 

Bit clock at applicable bit rate. 

Bit sync in-lock indication 

Low bit rate 

High bit rate 

Low bit period 

High bit period 

Chip Rate 

Chip period 

Chips/bit at low rate 

Chips/bit at high rate 

Second if 

Second LO injection 

First if 

1111100110101 

First LO injection (adjustable to correct for 
SAWD frequency offset) 

RF center frequency 

Channel steps at rf 

13-bit Barker code 

*Each multiple detector has an independent signal line. Carrier sense of all multiple de- 
tectors are wire-ORed together. 
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functional description - radio section 

,2    DESIGN DESCRIPTION 

Each of the functional elements comprising the radio section, shown in figure 5-1, is 
discussed in further detail in this subsection of the report. In each, the functional element 
is briefly discussed and its interface defined. 

5.2.1    Encoder/Modulator 

a.     Functional Description. The encoder accepts preamble, header, and packet data from 
the microprocessor interface, and chip codes the packet for code spread spectrum. The 
modulator accepts the coded packet in digital chip form and MSK modulates at the radio 
intermediate frequency. Refer to figure .5-;5. 

Functional Interfaces. 

Tx Enable 

Hi/Lo Rate 

Bit R.He Clock 

Tx Clock 

COS-MOS logic level from microprocessor that 
enables encoder/modulator functions. 

COS-WOS logic level from microprocessor defining 
which data rate to transmit. 

Either 100-Kbps or 400-Kbps square-wave, selected 
by Tx Hi/Lo Rate control line. 

Tx Bit Rate turned around by microprocessor.   This 
accounts for time delays due to distance between 
radio and microprocessor. 

TCXO 

25627136 MHZ 

-i- 2 

BPF ^ 

RCVR 2ND LO 

230 6 MHZ 

XMT 2ND LO 

RC      12 8 

 ►— 

-f- 128 

XMT  HI/LO RATE 

XMT  ENABLE 

100K  ■100K 

CHIP 
CODE 
GEN 

DIFR 
CODER 

a     a 

DATA 

XMT CLOCK 

CHIP 
IMPULSE 
GEN 

MSK 
FQ * 67.3 MHZ 

PQ ■ 0 DBM 

Figure 5-3.     Encoder/Modulator, 
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functional description - radio section 

Tx Data 

MSK Output 

COS-MOS logic level data from microprocessor. 

f0  -  67.271 (±0.020) MHz (matched within ±0.003 
MHz of receiver). 

P0=   0 dBm, 50 ohms. 

Operational Description. A functional block diagram of the dual rate encoder and modu- 
lator is shown in figure 5-3. Tx Enable applies power to the dividers operating off the 
25.6-MHz TCXO,  the chip coder, modulator, and other transmit functions such as up- 
converters and power amplifiers. Turn-on time is less than 1 bit period. The first bit 
transmitted may be garbled, but this is of no Importance since the receiver utilizes the 
first few bits for adjustment of the noncoherent age and also requires 1 bit to set up 
differentially coherent encoding and detection. 

Upon turn-on, the bit rate clocks of 100 Kbps and 400 Kbps are generated. If no faults 
are present in the radio (such as synthesizer out of lock), the selected rate (determined 
by Tx lli/Lo Rate) is sent to the microprocessor. 

Data and timing from the microprocessor are processed through the interface logic 
section. This section resynchronizes the data/timing from the microprocessor (which 
may be removed up to 1000 feet from the radio section or 3-JUS delay) to the local bit 
liming. 

Data is then differentially coherent encoded by the following algorithm, where super- 
script N is the present interval of time, and C is code to be transmitted. 

Data N Code 
N+l 

0 

1 

,N 

H^ 
The coco is stored in a high-speed read only memory (ROM) that is accessed by using 
the binary counter states to address the stored bits. Another input state is Hi/Lo Rate: 
128 address bits from the counter arc used to generate the 128-chip code in the low 
rate mode, while four consecutive 32-chip codes are generated per cycle of the 
counter, which correspond to 4 bit intervals at the high rate. 

The counter and ROM must of necessity be fast to accomplish their function of generating 
chips in I-chip intervals of 78 nanoseconds.  (Figure 5-4 depicts the code spread format.) 
Hence, high-speed dividers and ROM are used: but these are only used in transmit 
mode, and power is removed when in the receive mode. 

The chip code generator produces a pattern of positive and negative pulses corresponding 
to the chosen chip code. The input data is differentially coded and applied to the code con- 
trol logic so that a code inversion between adjacent code patterns is transmitted as data 
"1" and no inversion is transmitted as data "0". 

The impulses are applied to a SAWD filter. The impulse response of the SAWD is a co- 
sine envelope of 2-chip-period (2T ) length. The SAWD is impulsed every T   period, 
so every impulse starts a cosine wave at 0, while the previous chip cosine wave is at a 
peak. Quadrature relationship of carrier at each T   period is achieved by using an odd 

multiple of 1/4 cycles of center frequency chip frequency (five-1/4 cycles per chip). 
The resultant waveform is MSK, as shown in figure 5-5, and is seen to be a constant 
envelope signal. Every other chip is designated in-phase components, while quadrature 
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functional description - radio section 

ONE BIT 

10 u SEC LO RATE 

2.5 ß SEC HI RATE 

D 

u 
c, ID. C'J 7P 32 OR  128 CHIPS 

1  CHIP       78 IMSEC 

0 

i. 

Figure 5-4.    Code Spread Format. 

up-convlrte™*'1"'01'<>UtPl" 'S 'h0n am|"ifietl '0 a s"itable lt!TCl '<>r »^ In the 

5.2.2    Up-Converters 

a'    Jrtfr^T^T^A011;. T.he ul5-converter ^ shown functionally in figure 5-6    It con- 
if wkha 2^MH  VA0^6 de,Sired ritr^^y- This is accomplished by mix^g the 
if with a 230-MHz LO to produce 297 MHz and mixing this with a synthesizer stemL 

recovered by coherent or differentially coherent PSK tecliniques. y 

b.     Functional Interfaces. 

IF Input 21,IF   =   (37.27 MHz 

BW ä 20 MHz 

IF 
P 0 dBm 

t 
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LO Inputs 2FLO  =  230.G MHz 

F 
1   LO   =   1420„8 to 1542.4 MHz 

AFLO   =   (5,4 MHz 

LO <•? (±3) dBm 

RF Output 
F0   -   1718.7155 to 1840.3155 MHz 

AF0  =   6.4 MHz 

P0   =  0 dBm 

L! 

IM PHASE 

CHANNEL 
(II 

QUAD-PHASE 
CHANNEL 
(Q) 

M.S.K. 

WAVEFORM 
(I  +  O) 

c 

Hr^mmwA^^ 

o 

; 

: 

FQ + R/4    — 

FQ • R/4 

NORMALIZED FOR: 

FQ =  1HZ 

Tc =  1  SECOND 

CHIP RATE, R  =  %HZ 

Figure 5-5.     Waveforms, Example of Minimum Shift Keyed (MSK) 
Constant Amplitude Data Signal. ' 
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f i 

MODULATOR 
OUTPUT 

67.3 MHZ 

•<:     298 MHZ 
^MSK  OUTPUT TO PA 

f»      W18.7   1840.3 MH2 
Pfl      0 DBM 

»u      t420.8 TO 1542.4 MHZ 
Al   STEPS      6 4  MHZ 
P()      • / OHM 

D 
Li 

0 
0 

Figure 5-6.    Up-Converter. 

c.     Operational Description.    The functional diagram of the double conversion up-converter 
is shown in figure 5-6.   Doubly balanced mixers are used to minimize undesired mixer 
products.   The LO and intermediate frequencies are chosen so that even-order products 
which fall in band are 4th order and higher in the first conversion, and 6th order and 
higher in the second.   Mixers used are well balanced (50 dB) to reduce even-order 
products.   Odd-order products are well out of band where they can easily be filtered by 
the bandpass filter shown. 

The first conversion is physically part of the rf subsystem, which is described in the 
following paragraph. 

5.2.3    Power Amplifier and Power Control 

a.     Functional Description.     A functional diagram of the power amplifier and power control 
is shown in figure 5-7.   The rf input is from the up-converter, and the output is con- 
nected to the antenna through the transmit/receive (T/R) switch.   To minimize dc power 
drain, the class A preamplifier stage is switched ON only when transmitting. 

Four control linos operate attenuators before and after the power amplifier (PA). 
Reducing the drive to the PA not only reduces output power, but also dc input power. 
The power control is used to minimize mutual interference with other network elements 
by radiating only sufficient power to achieve reliable communication over any particular 
path. 

The PA and power control circuits are combined with an up-converter stage, T/R 
switch, rf preamplifier, and first down-converter in hybrid microelectronic form, 
functional block diagram of the rf subsystem is shown in figure 5-8. 

A 
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DC POWER 

r» X 
NABLE 

80MW 
<19DBVI 

2.5W 
<34DBM 

PRE AMP 
r,AlN>i2ftDB 
t., ASS A 

URIVER 
GAIN^-iieDB 
CLASS C 

>10W 
»40DBM      RF 

OUTPUT 

PA 
GAIN>6DB 
CLASS C 

ALL  LEVELS ASSUME CONSTANT AMPLITUDE OPERATION 

Figure 5-7.     Power Amplifier and Power Control, 

b. Functional Interface. 

Frequency 

Bandwidth ±1 dB 

Gain 

Output Power 

Input VSWR 

Load VSWR 

Input RF Power 

Input DC Power 

Supply Voltage 

Noise Output 

RF Power Control 

Component Junction Temp. 

1710 to 1850 MHz 

140 MHz 

>40 dB 

>10W 

< 1.5:1 

<1.2:1 

2 0.2 MW 

33 W maximum target for continuous operation 

24V ±0.05 

RF output power reduced if 24 vdc voltage is reduced 

-172 dBm/Hz (quiescent) 

20 dB minimum range in four steps 

<150oC 
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5,, = 2.16 (MM. 

V3W«.- I.S.I 

4.= 1^8 ^We 

V5Wll«l.S:i 

+ 15^ 

         BPF 

Cä=15iB 
KF=2 SdB 

P0.+l<iB» © 
l dl  tow». 

fom^lOOmh/ 

1.L.5 fc OdB 

BvO'XOMHl 

TRtuswa    ♦SvaSomtt 
?CCEWG    ov 

X/R   SvJlTo(.      | 

R.F   &MPLIF1EE. 

Po' * ^<(B»< ® 
Mt COM» 

PDm=21S»>4k 
•BW. nitl-1650MHi 

x.u.« o laB 
ISOL = 3SrfB 

TiOU'Zod» 

W^ 

|      ■STEP 

l5d6/l0dBj 

■pwe 

tcrecToi!. 

BAWD f» S3 
nrre». 

T.L.-« O.&iiB i.u.-o.saB 

Figure 5-8.    RF Subsystem. 
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,.\A80UMl 

J.WoMMt 
10 SdBM 

Wt« I.SI 

.*l5^ 

SdB 

^^ t.L.»fc.0dB 

.■lOOmW r 
l.L.» C.3.1* "TO   CM.» A'M 

-J 
X/R Swirml. 

RF   AWPL1F1EB. 

>0Fi 1 OÖR 

ISOI. » 3idB 

I. L'OSÄ. 
•IiOL«20<l»/ 

^ 

TOE.^ 

T. 
\ 
\/ 

ECTECTDt   | 

T.L  «0  5JB Z.L ^0 SdB 

Figure 5-8.    RF Subsystem. 
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3.2,4    T/R Switch 

a. Functional Description.     A functional diagram of the T/R switr.h aBfiamM» ,-o ou 

b.     Performance Summary 

Frequency 

Bandwidth (±1 dB) 

Insertion Loss 

RCV Mode 

XArr Mode 

1710 to 1850 MHz 

140 MHz 

<1.7 dB 

<1.0 dB 

TO T/R  FILTER 
AND ANTENNA 

<  5 DB 

1 
COUPLER 

<   5 DB 

FORWARD POWER 

REFLECTED POWER 
(REFLDI 

MONITOR 

<. 0.7 DB RCV 

>  30 DB  XMT 

TRANSMITTER 
PA OUTPUT 

> 10 W 
> 20 DB 

CIRCULATOR 

^,   TO RECEIVE 
DOWN CONVERTER 

DIODE SWITCH 

Figure 5-9.    T/R Switch. 
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Transmitter Receiver 
Isolation 

:35 dB 

Reflected Power Termination 50 ohms, 7.5 W 

VSVVR All Ports < 1.2:1 

Receiver Limit -i-10 dB nominal 

5.2.5    T/R Filter 

a. Functional Description.   The purpose of the T/R filter is twofold. One purpose is to eli- 
minate out-of-band spurious signals when transmitting. The second is signal rejection 
to the receiver from unwanted signals seen by the antenna. 

To meet these requirements, a 4-pole Chcbyshev filter is used. 

b. Functional Interface. 

Frequency Passband 

Insertion Loss 

Phase Linearity 

Impedance 

VSWR 

Out-of-Band Rejection 

Image Rejection 

Transmit Power Level 

Type of Desip;n 

Power Dissipation 

50 MHz. tunable to any center frequency in 1710- to 
1850-MHz band 

< 0.6 dB 

+15 degrees over any 20-MHz bandwidth 

50 ohms 

sl.2:l 

4-pole Chcbyshev filter characteristics 

1100 to 1250 MHz: 80 dB 

>12 W maximum 

A tunable cavity filter 

Depending upon insertion loss, up to 1 W of forward 
power 

Operational Description.  The primary requirement for the T/R filter is receiver out-of- 
band signal rejection, particularly image frequencies.   Secondary consideration is 
transmit up-converter spurious attenuation. 

Image rejection of 80 dB is desirable.   For down-conversion to 298 MHz, the image 
frequencies for low side LO injection is approximately 1100 to 1250 MHz.   A filter 
attenuation curve for a 4-pole 0.05-dB ripple Chcbyshev filter centered at 1780 MHz 
is shown in figure 5-10.   Also shown in this figure is the response of the 140-MHz band- 
width filter employed at the up-converter output. 

Image rejection is seen to be 80 to 90 dB at the image frequencies shown. The transmit 
LO is attenuated by both a 2-pole (in the up-converter) and a 4-pole T/R filter. Total 
filter attenuation of the LO signal between the down-converter and antenna is 75 to 95 dB 

u 

I .' 
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Figure 5-10.    T/R and Up-Converter Output Filter Characteristics. 
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minimum.   Further induction of LO leakage results from balance of the doubly 
balanced down-converter. 

5.2.()    Antennas 

a.     Functional Description.     Two antennas are beinp; developed:   (1) a small omni 0-dBi 
gain antenna for use with terminal equipment, and (2) a 9-dBi gain antenna for use with 
the repealer which is omnidirectional in the azimuth plane but has sufficient vertical 
directivity to achieve a gain of approximately 9 dB. 

The 9-dBi gain antenna consists of sleeved dipoles stacked colinearly.   The feed arrange- 
ment is designed to maximize bandwidth. 

The antenna will be a cylinder approximately 2 inches in diameter and 24 inches long. 
Figure 5-11 shows the expected antenna pattern. 

ELEVATION  PLANE 
LOGARITHMIC  PLOT 

7\^y /      9  DBI  GAIN 

5-20 

Figure 5-11.     Typical Antenna Elevation Pattern. 
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b.     Performance Summary. 

Frequency 

Polarization 

Maximum Input Power 

Input VSWR 

Impedance 

Gain Flatness over R\V 

5.2.7    Frequency Generation 

9-dBi Antenna 0-dBi Antenna 

1710 to 1850 MHz 1710 to 1850 MHz 

Vertical Vertical 

50 W 25 W 

< 1.5:1 

iO ohms 

< 1.5:1 

50 ohms 

1-dB target 1 dB 

Two precision frequency sources are required:   (1) local oscillators (LO) and   (2) chip/bit 
clock.   Because of SAWD frequency tolerances, these ai'e generated separately (two fre- 
quency standards) although ideal SAWD's would permit use of one standard. 

a. LO Generation Functional Description.     The first LO frequency is generated and power 
split for simultaneous transmit LO and receiver LO injection as illustrated in figure 5-12. 
A digital frequency synthesizer is employed.   The frequency synthesizer provides 20 
frequencies in 3.2-MHz increments.   Doubling the synthesizer output produces twenty 
G.4-MHz steps from 1420. 800 to 1542.4 MHz.   With a first if frequency of 297. 9155 " 
MHz, this produces an rf center frequency range of 1718.7155 to 1840.3155 in 6.4-MHz 
steps.   By moving the standard frequency ±11 ppm, the LO frequency may also be moved 
±11 ppm. or about ±20 kHz.   This allows setting the input and output frequencies to the 
precise chosen value when using if SAWD's, which may be in error by as much as ±20 
kHz due to manufacturing tolerance. 

The LO frequency is controlled by six control lines from the microprocessor.   These 
control lines program the loop feedback counter divide ratio (-^222 through 4 241). 

The LO frequency standard maintains a stability (±1 ppm) with temperature over an 
adjustment range of ±11 ppm.   The frequency is 4.000 MHz. which is in the optimum 
frequency range of Temperature Compensated Ciwstal Oscillators (TCXO's). 

b. Chip/Bit Clock Generation Functional Description.    The stable clock generator employs 
a frequency standard followed by various dividers to obtain the required frequencies 
with commercially available integrated circuit dividers.   The frequency standard is a 
TCXO operating at 25. 027130 MHz.   A X9 multiplier (two X3 circuits) is used to 
generate the second LO injection of 230. 6 MHz from this TCXO.   This TCXO provides 
±l-ppm absolute frequency stability.   Note that this TCXO X9 and bit clock divider 
circuit arc the same as described in the encoder/modulator. 

c. Functional Interface. 

1.      First LO Outputs. 

Two outputs, one transmit and one receive 

P0   =  +7(±3) dBm at 50 ohms 
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LJ 

TCXO        -•►    ^-2 

- 
1 HEQUtNCY 
SIANUAHIJ 

TCXO 

'u   ■   40 MHZ 
•1   PfM FIRST LO FREQUENCY 

i 4C 
Ml 

ADJUSTABLE   ! 
OU1 0( i UCK 

n 

o                       r 

11  PPM GENERATION 

-^ XMT LÜ 

. 10  - ' Ji    < 6 i >- 
1 I'l —* VI,(t X?   " -n 

a y^ 

-^ H'   V    l ' 

■1-221    240 * — 1      " 
FO 14208  TO   15424 MHZ 

t   STEPS -  64  MHZ 

LUN1   L IM S 

230    MHZ 
2ND   UO   INJECTION 

Re       12 8  MHZ 

SECOND LO AND CLOCK 
FREQUENCY GENERATION 

•■ 32 

•j-4 LRB   •   100  KHZ 

Figure 5-12.     Frequency Generation. 
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Frequency   =   1420.8 through 1542.4 MHz 

Frequency steps  = G.4 MHz 

Frequency switching speed  < 1 ms to be within 10 degrees of final phase 

4.0-MHz TCXO stability:    <  ppm 

4.0-MHz TCXO scttability:    2  11 ppm 
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2. Second LO Outputs. 

Two outputs, one transmit and one receive 

P0 +7(±3) dBm at 50 ohms 

Frequency 230. G MHz 

25.6-MHz TCXO stability   -  il ppm 

3. Control Lines.    Six logic lines from microprocessor whose  states correspond to 
required output frequency. 

4. Chip/Bit Clocks. 

TCXO Stability  =  ±1 ppm 

Rc     = 12.8 MHz 

LRB = 100-Kbps clock 

HRB = 400-Kbps clock 

5. Status Output. 

Out-of-lock indicator 

d.     Performance Summary. 

1. First LO Injection.     A voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) is used to produce an 
output in the frequency range of 700 to 800 MHz.   Its single sideband (ssb) phase noise 
specification is -65 dB in a 1000-Hz bandwidth.   Frequency doubling and normalizing 
to a 1-Hz bandwidth results in a noise level of -90 dB/Hz.   Considering the data rate 
and characteristics of the phase-lock loop, this is more than adequate for the required 
bit error rate (BER) performance. 

Spurious signals include reference frequency components (400 kHz) and power supply 
ripple and noise components that modulate the VCO.   The latter is a design problem 
Involving shielding,  supply line filtering, and choice of phase-lock loop parameters. 
Reference frequency components can be eliminated by loop filtering, but at the 
expense of requiring lower loop bandwidth and lower switching speeds.   With 10-kHz 
loop bandwidth. HO dB of loop filtering of 400-kHz reference frequency components 
can easily be obtained.   Resultant spurious output is calculated to Ix? -GO dB. 

2. Loop Program Counter.   The divide ratio is determined by two sequentially variable 
dividers, as shown in figure 5-13,   The divider provides division ratios from 222 to 
241.   Small frequency increments arc controlled by programming the first counter to 
divide by 11 a variable number (N) times, and then switching to a count of 10 for the 
remainder of the cycles defined by the second counter.   The second counter is pro- 
grammed for counts of 22, 23, or 24 and provides the larger frequency steps. 

5.2.8    Down-Converter 

a.     Functional Description.     A functional diagram of the double conversion down-converter 
is shown in figure 5-14.   Its function is to convert the rf (1718 to 1840 MHz) received 
from the T/R switch to the if (G7.27 MHz). This is accomplished by first preamplifying 
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INPUT 
T 10/11 T 22-24 <100MHz 

' 
i i 

T   10/11 
CONTROL 

1   M   I 
f-'REQ CONTROL 

ADD 
N 

1-10 

OUTPUT 

rrrr 
FREQ. CONTROL 

Figure 5-13.     Programmed Divider {  222—241). 

the rf signal and then mixing in a doubly balanced mixer with the receiver First LO 
frequency fl420. 8 to 1542.4 MHz).   The output of the mixer is filtered through a 20-MHz 
wide 3-pole Chebyshev bandpass liller and further down-converted to 67.27 MHz. Both 
if filters reject the spurious frequencies, including the upper sideband frequency". The 
filtered if is preamplified before interconnection to the input of the age amplifier! 

b.     Functional Interfaces. 

. ! 

RF Input 

Power 

NF 

1718. 7 to 1840.3 MHz MSK 

-106 to 0 dBm 

S8 dB 

HECtFVE   FROM 
T'H SWfTCH 

S        100  TO 0 ÜBM 

FROM HCVH   L,0 
f0      14208 TO  1542,4 MHZ 

A ^        l?ü MH^ 
'"U       l /  DBM 

230.6 MHZ 
+ 7 DBM 

2ND IF 
FQ ' 67.3 MHZ TO AGO 
BW - 20 MHZ CIRCUIT 

u 

D 
0 
u 

Q 

0 
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Figure 5-14.     Down-Converter. 
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functional description - radio section 

First LO Input 

Power 

Second LO Input 

Power 

IF Output 

Bandwidth 

5.2.9    Noncoherent AGC Amplifier 

1420.8 to 1542.4 MHz 

+7 (±3) dBm 

230. ß MHz 

+7 (±3) dBm 

07.27 MHz MSK 

20 MHz 

-88 to 9 dBm 

a.     Functional Description.    The noncoherent age amplifier shown in figure 5-15 is located 
before the matched filter (SAWD) and provides the SAWD with a constant level input 
signal.    The amplifier functions in a linear mode only.   Since the input signal can con- 
sist of desired plus interfering signals, a second level of age amplification is necessary 
to provide a constant level of desired signal to the signal processor.   This is provided 
by the coherent age amplifier. Thus, if a large interferor is present, the signal com- 
ponent to the input to the SAWD is lower than desired, but the gain is restored after the 

Ä f^i?       erenCe f U0
1
haS b?ni imProved by lhe correlation properties of the SAWD 

Th s two-stage approach reduces the dynamic range requirements of any one amplifier 
and allows independent control of the composite RF level and the correlation peak level 

i 

RF  IN 
RF OUT 

O  TO SAWD 

OPENHOLD, SET 
CLOSED-RESET 

Figure 5-15.     Noncoherent AGC Amplifier. 
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0 

Functional Interface. 

Amp Input 

Amp Output 

Rev Enable 

EOF 

IF signal from down-converter 

IF signal out of age amplifier to SAVVD 

Control gate from microprocessor 

EOF flag from preamble detect — activates hold 
mode 

Operational Description.    The operation of the noncoherent age amplifier is shown in 
figure 5-16.  (Refer to figure 5-15 for a diagram of the circuit and to figure 5-17 for 
mode control waveforms.)   The age loop is disabled until a Receive Enable (RE) signal 
is received.   The period during which the RE signal is not present is defined as the 

RESET MODE 

AÜC DISABLED 

ScT MODE 
AGC OPERATION 
STARTS 

HOLD MODE 

AGC AMP 

DISABLED 
AGC 

LOOP LOCKED 

RE       RECEIVE ENABLE 
EOP       END OF PREAMBLE 

Figure 5-16.    Noncoherent AGC Operational Flow Chart. 

J 

D 
0 
0 

;: 

D 
Ö 
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Packet rl 

Packet /,2 

Preamble Data 

Preamble Data 

RCV LNAB 

EOP 

k-AGC-H 
I     SET    T- 

■ AGC    ^ 
Reset 

AGC Response 

Attact-1 Release 
Time     Time i 

■AGC HOLD 

f- AGC 
Reset 

\ 

R^set 
Time 

Figure 5-17.     Noncoherent AGC Modes. 

D 
i. 

10 
i 

Reset/Release time.   The Receive Enable (RE) control signal activates the receiver, and 
the noncoherent age is controlled by any signal, noise or interference present. When 
the preamble of a data packet is received, the age rapidly settles to the level required to 
normalize signal plus noise plus interference to an output level of -10 dBm.   The age 
settling time is from 1- to 4 bit periods, allowing a major portion of the 48-bit preamble 
for settline of the coherent age, acquisition of bit syne and detection of the end of 
preamble. 

With receipt of the EOP signal, the hold mode begins.   The loop amplifier is disabled, 
and the age voltage stored in the peak detection circuit holds the gain constant during 
the rest of the packet.   This mode of operation persists until the RE signal is removed, 
again placing the age circuit into the Reset/Release mode. 
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functional description - radio section 

,2.10    Signal Processing and Detection 

Functional Description.    The remaining paragraphs of the radio equipment description 
describe the functions and operations of receive multiple signal processing.   The signal 
processing equipment extracts bit data from the rf analog signals.   Data detection may 
occur at two rates in repeater/station configurations.   The equipment is also designed to 
provide simultaneous detection of two or more signals at a common data rate by time 
gating technicjues.   This is possible provided the correlation peaks of the multiple sig- 
nals do not overlap and provided the signals received do not exceed a relative dynamic 
range of 10 to 15 dB.   The signal processing equipment provides for the following rates 
and multiple detectors: 

1. 100 Wops   —   Terminal/repeater 

2. 400 Kbns   —   Repeater/repeater 

D 
D 

3. 100 Kbps   —   Multiple detectors - stations (optional, not being implemented) 

4. 400 Kbps —    Multiple detectors - stations (optional, not being implemented) 

Multiple signal processing is functionally depicted in figure 5-18.   The signal processor 
performs data recovery for 100 Kbps, 400 Kbps, and multiple channel detection at these 
two rates.   For terminal operation, the processing equipment is needed for only the 
100-Kbps rate.    For i^epeater (and station) operation, equipment for both the 100-Kbps 
and 400-Kbps rates is required.   Both the 100-Kbps and the 400-Kbps outputs are con- 
nected to the microprocessor.   Multiple detectors can operate at either rate.   The 
maximum number of time slots for multiple detectors at 400 Kbps is three.   The higher 
spread factor of the 100-Kbps rate insults in a maximum of 14 time slots for multiple 
detection at this rate: however, it is not expected that more than two detectors at either 
rate will be effective    Multiple detectors do not require multiple SAWD's, but use the 
SAWD correlation outputs that are time displaced within a bit period. 

Multiple signal processing, as with single rate processing, requires preamble detection, 
bit .sync acquisition, and data detection.   The following paragraphs elaborate on each of 
thes«' areas. 

Operational Description — Signal Processing/Detection.    A functional block diagram of 
signal processor and differentially coherent detector is shown hi figures 5-19 and 5-20. 
Figure 5-20 also shows how code spread MSK demodulation and differentially coherent 
detection is achieved.    MSK demodulation is ftxrther described in paragraph 5.2.11. 
The differentially coherent detector compares the phase of two adjacent bits and, hence, 
only requires coherency over the period of 2 bit intervals . 

The coherent detectors are constructed using two identically coded matched filter lines, 
but with one delayed very accurately by a bit period TR.   The two outputs are differenti- 

ally (bit-to-bit) compared in the 180-degree hybrid.   For instance, a 0 data bit is trans- 
mitted as C C (Code, Code) or C C.   The two SAWD outputs have identical autocorrela- 
tion pulses and will be in-phase with respect to each other.   Thus, the I hybrid output 
will have autocorrelation pulses added while the   A  port will be cancelled (no output). 
Similarly, a data bit 1 is transmitted as either C C or C C.   Here, the  1   port will be 
cancelled and the   A   hybrid port output will have autocorrelation pulses. 

D 

0 

D 
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EOP 

COM CARR SEN 

BLANKING 

TTT- 
i       A BLANKING 
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Figure 5-18.    Multiple Signal Processing. 

L^WH^V  o^is^PWied, envelope detected, and gain normalized (coherent 
age flanction) to a constant peak correlation level.   Since coherent phase comparison has 
already been accomplished in the hybrid, only amplitudes of 2 ,   A   outputs are of 
MILL- X C oL • 

Data detection is now merely a'largest of'comparison of envelope detected  2   and A 
outputs.   If   Z channel is larger than A   channel, a data bit 0 is detected: and if A 
IS larger, a data bit 1 is detected. 

Detection is achieved by sampling with a timing window that is 2Tc seconds wide where 

Tc is the chip interval, storing the peak value during that timing window, and making a 
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Figure 5-19.    Signal Processing. 
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INPUT  TRANSDUCER 

COSINE PULSE  WEIUHTlM 

BIT' 

TIMING 

Figure 5-20,    Differentially Coherent MSK Demodulator. 

tracking), and informs the microprocessor of start of data acquisition (to 

The bit synchronizer emnlovs tho nnvnlnno nf >• + A ,,„.    ,   , 

am i tho preamble,   rho narrav time window improves muWpath rejeotlon. 

K^mTtXet^J^^T'™ f ,hC r0,0eivcr ™*'™ * " 'lif['™' "me 
bulkli!^; ?!  J '   ,^LMT I,.,"'""?."'.'I'"0"' ^vala to duo to signal refleetlons off 

^.Ä ycln^s' ::iycr:l11' etc" which all have diffeSnt gation paths. Multlpath resuTts li de ^51^  however Tt '      n nt ^ pV0^ 

Initial repeaters will not be designed for mobile operational   KugMt anDears Zt 
satisfactory mobile operation can be provided using cliversityaXL^oi correction 
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functional description - radio section 

th^ÄK8'] 0t!lci:i"ul;i',ath e«fcts s^ as dispersive fading are not of importance for 
the relatively short distance anticipated for packet radio. 

During preamble, multipath is overcome by searching for a maximum peak signal and 
ocklng the bit sync to that peak s^nal.   Since the coherent age normalizes the cutout 

on äese D^^ThÄ ^7 ""^ ?el*yed **** or not- bit s^c ^senses 
H1,O]: V        ,*   lhcrPf010; thc largest received signal is used for data detection even 

SraÄ'bS :;r.ltiPath delayed S*nal-   ThiS iS diSCUSSed in — ^ * aTater 

Sf uLT^h^fffnf \00 ]<i'PS '^ 40* K13PS is csscntially the same.   Identical circuits aic used, with different component values unique to each bit rate, 

5.2.11    Differentially Coherent Detection with SAWD's 

normalized to a constant level by tho noncoherent ige circuits. The age maintains 
signal plus noise plus interference constant at the noncoherent age output: hence   the 
desired signal component may vary.    For example", prior to correlation S/N ^10 dB 
corresponds to E,/^ = 11 dB for the 128 spread system (100 Klops)     Also   discrelf 

in-band interferers may override the noncoherent age control circuits, and such sienals 
may exceed the desired signal by 10 to 15 dB before the error rate tecomes excesSve 

Jnl^uvn- thcJ;AWD's is the autocorrelation of input code spread signal with the tan 
^M -    T^0UtPüt autocorrelation pulses are compared to the correla ion pulse 
from the previous bit, and are coherently combined in a hybrid. 

b.     Functional Interface. 

I, RF Input 

2.      1    Channel RF ail 

I.       A   Channel RF Out 

Operational Description.     Pseudonoise code spread spectrum demodulation is most 
easily achieved with tapped delay line matched filters.   SAWD's are ideallv suited for 
this purpose.    MSK demodulation is also ideally suited for SAWD's since   he "rSisducer 
weighting corresponding to transmitted symbol shaping (half cosine weighting) iTeasüy 

F ^rc- ?   MS    vvS-   Jimr0 'r0 Sh0WS the demodulator implemented^ith SAWD's ' 
Figure 5-5. MSK Waveforms, shows the in-phase and quadrature carrier components 
ha  are modulated with in-phase and quadrature envelopes (cosine weightingKSAWD 
npu  transducer design matches envelopes, while alternate tap spacings (ode taps   even 

tops) are code matched to the transmitted code.   Figure 5-20 concepSHhows these 
alternate taps to be summed separately, one r-omponent phase shifted 90 Lcrees TuUho 
rosu tant signal summed as one SAWD output.   Tile second coded Se^ 
the first, except delayed 1 bit period TR, TB delay, conceptually shown in series in 

figure 5-20   is, in practice configured in a separate acoustic path for distortion reasons 

nr^Z   ^ tnl'2!'   US0' lhe W/2 Phase 8hift shown in se^s with the   aps is! in 
Practice, achieved by tap spacing shift of 90 degrees in electrical length of earned ohase 
Hence, the phase shifting and summing ftmctions shown conceptually as separate func- 
SAWDntanfV:t0 ff f sl^y^oomPlishe6 by proper placement and comiection to 
sho In nfi^ure 5-2^        ^       '' ^ aUtocorrclation ^ of the tapped waveform is 
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Figiirc 5-21.     SAWD Implementation for MSK. 
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d.    Coding,    brnce autocorrelation of multiple signals in a tapped matched filter will be 
necessary if multiple detectors are employed, the choice of coding for code spread 
systems becomes highly important.   The code C for both high rate and low rate was 
selected considering the minimum peak sidelobo level, minimum mean sidelobe level 
and minimum cross-correlation between codes. 

C C * C corresponds to a data bit 0 being transmitted and results in different sidelobes 
as when C C * C - 1  is trnnsmitted. 

Theoretical peak to sidelobe ratios for the codes that are being used for the experimental 
packet radio system are summarized as follows: AlJmmcmai 

1.      High Data Rate (32-Chip Length) 

C * C (code not repeated) 

C C * C (code followed by 
code) 

C C * "C (code followed by 
code inverse) 

Peak/Highest Sidelobe Peak/Mean Sidelobe 

1G.2 dB 

12.04 dB 

14.54 dB 

Low Data Rate (128 Chip Length) 

c*c 19. 86 dB 
cc*c 18.06 dB 
c c * c 17.04 dB 

25.24 dB 

21.70 dB 

22.36 dB 

30.14 dB 

26.24 dB 

28 dB 
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High data rate into 
low data rate 

Low data rate into 
high data rate 

f).2.12    Coherent AGC Amplifier 

functional description - radio section 

Peak/Highest Sidelobe Peak/Mean Sidelobe 

11.8 dB 

8.1 dB 

22. G dB 

15. 96 dB 

a. Functional Description.    The coherent age follows the SAWD's and amplifies the 
decoded/demodulated signal to a constant peak level.    Figure 5-23 shows the coherent 
age   The coherent age circuit also includes envelope detectors for baseband process ng 

neal-s Tt fovwT    1   ^/T ^tCCt0rS are 0porated in linear mode ^ correlation 
s uar; Hw ^      (SUCh aS sif,clobcs and multipath) envelope detection is 

b.     Functional Interface. 

1' IF 

A IF 

V 

( i +  A ) 

hiiiut from SAWD A 

Input from SAWD B 

1"   output 

A   output 

(I- + A ) output 

COHERENT AGC AMPLIFIER 

i 
L. 

£   IN  • 

A  IN 

Figure 5-23.     Coherent AGC Amplifier. 
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functional description - radio section 

c.    Operational Description.    The operation of the coherent age amplifier is depicted in 
figure 5-24. (Refer to figure 5-23 for a block diagram of the circuit and to figure 5-25 
for mode control.)   The basic operation of this unit is similar to that of the noncoherent 
age amplifier, with two exceptions:  envelope detection and baseband outputs.   Both age 
amplifiers possess the same three operational slates:   Reset, Set, and Hold; however 
the coherent age has an additional Blanking state.   The blanking pulse disables the 
receiver, as might be implemented by operating the input attenuators (maximum attenu- 
ation) to the coherent age amplifier.   Thus, while the age loop basic sequence of 
operations remains unaffected, the normal operation of the receiver is interrupted by 
these blanking pulses.   The coherent age operates on the 2   and   A  peak outputs   con- 
trolling each one separately but deriving the control voltage from the sum of the   1 
and   A signals.   Blanking pulse capability is required onlv if the system is operated 
with multiple detectors in the "time slotted" mode. 

5.2.1.'3    Bit synchronization 

a.     Functional Description.    The purpose of the bit syne (figure 5-20) is shown to align the 
data sampling pulses with the received bits.   The bit sync is required continuouslv 
throughout the detection of an incoming packet. 

c. 

Functional Interface. 

I   and   A   Baseband 

Rev Enable 

EOF 

Bit Timing 

Sample Window 

Blanking Output 

In- Lock 

Receive packet inputs from SAWD detectors.   Used 
for bit timing acquisition. 

Input from microprocessor which allows the bit sync 
to operate. 

End of preamble flag generated by preamble detector. 
Signifies end of locking sequence and allows various 
system parameters to be set if in-lock has occurred. 

Output of bit sync.   Bit stream synchronized to packet 
bit rate. 

Sampling pulse used to sample input data stream, 
8TC in duration when out-of-lock.   2TC in duration 

when in-lock. 

Output of bit sync for multiple detector case, which 
is used to blank other detectors (8TC in duration). 

Signal generated by a bit sync detector indicating that 
the synchronization of an incoming packet has been 
achieved. 

Operational Description.    The basic operation of the bit synchronization (bit sync) cir- 
cuit is depicted by the How diagram shown in figure 5-27.   Note that the autocorrelation 
signal must pass through the anti-multipath (A MP) gate before it enters the bit sync. 
This analog gate is open during the start of a synchronization sequence, permitting a 
continuous flow of data to reach the bit sync circuit: however, after synchronization or 
lock-up is achieved, an 8-chip period window, centered ove:- the incoming data chips 
controls the gate.   This reduces the number of multipath returns reaching the bit svnc 
thus improving operation of the circuit. 
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Figure 5-24.     Coherent AGC Amplifier Flow Chart. 
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Figure 5-25.    Coherent AGC Modes. 
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144 

► INLOCK 

I8TC, 60TC. 2TCI 

SAMPLE 
WINDOW 

m 

ABBREVIATIONS 

EOP    END OF PREAMBLE 
B,W    BANDWIDTH 
AMP ANTI  MULTIPATH 

Figure 5-2(5.     Bit Synchronization Functional Block Diagram. 

i 
Returning to the description of the actual synchronization sequence, note that the chain 
of events required to phase lock the signal processor to an incoming packet begins with 
the receipt of a Receive Enable (RE) gate from the system's microprocessor.   Before 
the beginning of a sequence, the bit sync phase-lock loop (BSPLL) is free running.   The 
following description pertains to 100-Kbps operation.   The PLL's bandwidth (B\V) is set 
at 10 kHz, and the sample window circuit is generating three gates.   They are an 8Tc 

Sample Window, a GOT   Advance gate, and a GOT   Retard gate.   Refer to the timing c c 

D *T   — chip period. 
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INITIAUZE LOOP 
SAMPLE  WINDOW      8  TC 
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INHIBIT ADVANCERbTARD CIRCUIT 
SET IN LOCK  FLACi 

RESET 
IN LOCK 

HAS EOP 
OCCURED 
WITHIN PREAMBLE 
PERIOD 

RE   ■    RECEIVE   tNABLE 

Figure 5-27.     Bit Sync Flow Chart. 
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functional description - radio section 

diagram (figure 5-28) and the circuit block diagram (figure 5-26) for details.   The packet 
can occur at any time during the repetition period 01 the packets (either 100 kHz or 
400 kHz).   This necessitates the determination of the exact location of the packet bits. 
This is done in two parts.    (Refer to figure 5-28.)   First, the total period is divided into 
two parts (GOT   each) and each part is examined by the 60T   advance and retard gates. 

A comparison of the detected signal found in each window is made with the signal found in 
the 8Tc window.   Depending on the results of the comparison, a control voltage is gen- 

erated which slews the bit sync PLL voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) such that the 
largest signal amplitude occurring during the i28T   window is placed under the 8T   eate. 

c c 
This circuit (the advance/retard unit) allows the processor to function in (he presence of 
severe multipath propagation.   The advance/retard circuit allows the processor to 
acquire the lax-gest signal not blanked by a prior signal in the 128T   window.   This 

Rß  BIT  TIMING 

SAMPLE WINDOW 

RETARD WINDOW 

ADVANCE  WINDOW 

n 
"^2 Tc INLOCK 

a TC       OOL**" 

-60 TC  

® 100 KBPS 

60 TC  

W 100 KBPS 

I < 4 

ADVANCE 

r • A 

RETARD 

_A 
4  TC 

A Ä. .LA. 

! 
Figure 5-28.     Bit Sync Advance/Retard Timing Waveforms (100-Kbps Rate). 
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functional description - radio section 

operation (locking of the bit sync clock to the largest signal) is consistent with the oper- 
ation of the coherent age, which also reacts to peak signals.   At this point the normal 
PLL action (the second step in the process) precisely locks the frequency of the VCO to 
the signal repetition rate.   It is necessary for the signal in the 8T   window to remain 

there for 10 bit periods (10TB) to ensure complete phase locking.   This is monitored and, 

if the above mentioned condition is met, the in-lock flag is raised.   However, if this 
criteria is not met, the search continues.   The in-lock condition causes the sample 
window to be reduced from 8T   to 2T  , the advance/retard circuit to be disabled and c c 
sets a coherent carrier sense flag.   At this point the receive enable signal must be 
present.   If the RE command is not present, the bit  lync circuit resets itself and 
awaits the start of another cycle. 

The next step in the chain requires that an EOP message be generated by the preamble 
detector.    (This must occur 38TB or less after lock-in.)  This signal is ANDed with the 

delayed in-lock signal.   This then establishes the end of the bit sync procedure.   If an 
EOP message is not received, the bit sync returns to its initial state and awaits the 
start of another cycle.   However, if bit sync is accomplished, this final step causes the 
bit sync PLL to reduce its bandwidth, thus reducing tracking phase error. 

5.2.1.4    EOP/Data Detector 

a.     Functional Description.    The end of preamble (EOP) detector (figure 5-29) functions to 
determine the occurrence and timing of the end of the preamble of a received packet. 
This alerts the processor to the start of data.   The EOP sets the noncoherent and the 
coherent age to a hold state. Informs the microprocessor of the start of data, and in 
conjunction with the lock-in signal (from the bit sync), adjusts the bit sync phase-lock 
loop.   The data detector is an integral part of the total EOP detector.   Its output is a 
packet data bit stream.   This information is delivered to the microprocessor for 
processing. 

b.    Functional Interface 

1    and   A   Baseband 

Rev Enable 

EOP Output 

Sample Window 

Receive packet inputs from SAWD detectors (~1 volt 
peak) 

EOP detection enabling function. 

End of preamble detection signal. 

2T   window, generated by tl 

to sample the incoming bits. 

2T   window, generated by the bit sync, which is used 

c.     Operational Description.     A logic diagram defining the operation of the EOP detector is 
shown in figure 5-30.   Refer to figure 5-29 for a block diagram of the circuit.   The 
sequence of events which lead to an EOP message begins with the receipt of a Receive 
Enable (RE) flag from the system's microprocessor.   Once activated (by the RE mes- 
sage),  the circuit receives the envelope detector S and A outputs associated with 
the preamble of an incoming packet. 
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functional description - radio section 

• RCV tNAB 

• INLOCK 

fNVElOPf 
DETECTOR 
JUTPUTS 

GATED 
PtAK 
Df I 

£"1-8* £"0"S 

GATED 
PFAK 
DET 

UAfA SAMPt ( 

J3 BIT SHU T REGISTER 

(BAHKbHI 

HIT  SYNC 
OUT OF LUCK 

f 
RCV  1JATA 

Figure 5-29.     End of Preamble/Data Detection. 

The   1"   and   A  bit envelopes are peak detected and compared to each other.   Note that 
the characteristics of the incoming signals are such that, for valid data, the   I   and A 
signals are complementary.   That is, if the  I   signal is a logic 1, the   A   signal will 
be a logic 0.    Thus, the effect of comparing the two signals ( 2  and  A ) is to produce 
a series of I's and 0's corresponding to the original input coded message.   The output 
of the comparator is serially entered into a 13-bit shift register.   The shift register 
circuit is matched to the 13-bit Barker preamble code.   Thus, if a valid ügnal is 
entered, the output of the register circuit is a maximum value.   This value is compared 
to a threshold signal.   Note the threshold will only be exceeded if a correct preamble is 
received. Hence, if a threshold crossing occurs in conjunction with an RE flag, an EOP 
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2 TC SAMPLE WINDOW 

RE       RECEIVE  ENABLE 

EOP - END OF PREAMBLE 
TC      CHIP PERIOD 

IL       BIT SYNC  IN LOCK 

L! 

Ll 

: 

U 

Figure 5-30.    End of Preamble Operational Flow Chart. 

s^ii tss^ii w^ S'^Z^T 
th(> rrmination of the --st 

noise or interference levels    The dat« Xf T   "^ S,ubstajltiaJ ™W due to high 
detector.   The datestS^mlrL« Sn^^f 0r 1S ^ lntegral 15art of the EOP 
micronrocessor ' CmCrSCS fl0ni thc ^parator circuit and is output to f output to the 
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Section G 

Digital Section 

6.1    GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The digital section ol the experimental repeater is illustrated in n..,,,^ «in 

a. Packet Transmission and Reception 

b. Packet Processing and Repeater Control 

c. Interaction With an Operator 

d. Repeater Development and Test Aids 

and implements repeater control functions specified bv some Daeketa     1^7 /?■' ,   ' 

rS'pacKo al>P"Catl0nS " '"te'-'aces ">e operator ,„ the paeket radio „etworU via 

( 

6.1.1    Hardware 

The major elements ol the digital hardware are shown in figure 6-2 
the basic processor and radio,  station and terminal interlaces. The figure illustrates 

memorr iSe CPU^i^ ^ C^ ^T ^^^ode,  DMA access control and memory,    ine CPL is implemented with the National Semiconduntor IMP iß MO« . 

^f°™meTTroÄ^ 

TKMA nroo^6 ;:iltiallzes t;|e DMA Kännels via the loading ol DMA cSel'registers 
TK/IIX  ^M n     " P.rOCeedS Wit.h n0 fUrther 8uPervision by the CPU so tw u-e    The 
rx/Rx interface (if.) and station in/out if provide the electrical interlaces to the DMA 
channel and peripheral devices. "spates to tne UJNIA 
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iliuitiü section 

RADIO 

PACKET I/O 
CONTROL 

^>: 

STATION 

PACKET I/O 

CONTROL 

EXPERIMENTAL REPEATER 
DIGITAL SECTION 

CPU 
MEMORY 

I/O INTERFACES 
SOFTWARE 

CONTPOL 

TERMINAL 

I    I 

Figure 6-1.    Experimental Repeater Digital 
Section Interfaces. 

I he interrupt register accessible by the CPU software contains one bit for each device 
capable ot Interrupting the CPU.   These bits are decoded by the software upon occurrence 

im  1   fmP u0 de;ermine the interrupt source.   Interrupts may occur for each DMA 
channel, I/O channel, lime interval clock, or operator (manual). 

The I/O channel provides a character (8-blt) serial Interlace to a terminal 
terminal shall be a tty/paper tape console. Inithdly the 

6.1 Software 

The software system is a multiprogrammed, interrupt driven system - multiprogrammed in 
the sense that more than one independent program may coexist in the system and the state 
of the system is saved and restored as control is transferred from one progra^ to Lottr 

he system is interrupt driven in that current programs are interrupted and control passed 
to other pro-rams lor processing as a result of the computer interrupts. 

The system is structured into three processing modes described as foreground, background 
and executive processing as illustrated in figure 6-3.   Foreground processing is reserved 
for packet I/O and processing.   It has higher priority than background processing b that  t 
i eceives control as a result of computer interrupts from the DMA channels (indicating packet 
service is required) and maintains control until packet processing is completed.   Background 
processing is, in general, reserved for programs which service the local terminal Slow 
priority programs in the overlay area.    Executive processing is reserved for the   perati^ 
system program and programs which provide system test aids and system visibility for the 
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Vrmr 

POWER 
TURN-ON 

EXECUTrVE MODE 

• INITIALIZATION 

• coNTROL/INTERRUPT 

PROGRAM CHECKPOINT 
I/O INTERRUPT 

PROGRAM CHECKPOINT 
"0  INTERRUPT 

FOREGROUND MODE 

• PACKET INPUT/OUTPUT 
HAOIO/STATION 

• PACKET PROCESSING 

PACKET XMT/RCV PROTOCOL 

CONTROL DECODE AND 
PACKET GENERATION 

BACKGROUND MODE 

• OPERATOR REQUEST ACCESSING 

• TERMINAL I/O 

KEYBOARD/PRINTER 
PAPER TAPE 

• PERFORMANCE  MONITORING/ 
STATISTICS 

• DIAGNOSTICS 

Figure 6-3.    Reoe-itpr Wf,.. 
repeater Software Processing Organization. 

maintenance/test operator    The 

lar processing task. 8 0J the ^"esting program for Uie durat^ of thatTut?0, 

the system   disXv rpi'i        hjn thls P^cessing mode t^e o i .?        d process^ until re- 
ancl other ^atr^reJuTre'dlif^-  r6^1" ^-- ctnTs   ^.^1^ I^04 the St;ite ot 

at the point of interrunf™   [or filGlG^ system testing    Normal o!?^   r fÜter memory 
Keyboid. interuiPtI0" or other points at the discretion oje o^10" ^ be Stated 

uie opei ator at the console 

G'2    HARDWARE E^MENT DESCRIPTIONS 

6.2.1    CPU Architecture 

Om, Ma„,ory (CBOM,.   The ^mZ^^f^^^^ 
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digital section 

. 

ClOCKS 

' r 

4 

1 

CPU 

HAIUS 

CHOM 

INPUT 

DAIA BUf I trt 

tsXs: A 

I ADDRESS (161 
LATCH 

r—-^ 
AUUH 

1161 BUSS 

y 
OUTPUT 

DATA  BUF I Efl 

1 DATA  BUSS 

5 =r 
IHTEHHUPT 

REGISTER 

ABBREVIATIONS 

RALU      REGISTER AND ARITHMETIC LOGIC UNIT 
CROM     CONTROL READ ONLY MEMORY 

Figure (j-4 .    Centra] Processing Unit. 

the MOS/LSI devices are Implemented with complimentary MOS circuits where feasible to 
minimize power consumption.    Figure (i-4 is a simplified block diagram showing the major 
functional units. 

The CPl' is interrupt driven.   A single-level interrupt is implemented along with an interrupt 
status register.   It is possible to identify the interrupting device(s) by reading this one 
register.   The software c;in determine who is  interrupting and priorities may be assigned 
for servicing.   An external clock interval Interrupt is provided to allow gross time-outs of 
various functions. 

Data to/from memory or peripheral devices and the CPU is gated through the input output 
buffers.   These buffers allow separation between the internal CPU bus and the external data 
bus.    Data from the CPU which is address information is stored in the address latch.   Subse- 
quently, this address is decoded appropriately for accessing a memory location, a peripheral 
device or a specific external register. 
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digital section 

The CPU timing is based on a microcycle.   With the low power C-MOS control logic, a 
microcycle is approximateiy 4 microseconds.    Each microcycle is divided into eight time 
intervals to control specific events within a microcycle. 

The instruction set is implemented with a microprogram contained in the CROM.   Each 
macroinstruction in a program is decoded and directed to the appropriate control sequence 
entry point in the microprogram.   The instruction set consists of 4^ instructions. 

Conditional jump condition inputs and control flag outputs arc provided.   These functions are 
implemented in logic external to the MOS/LSI chips.   They are tested and controlled by 
macroinstructions.   A total of lour jump conditions ami six control Hags is available for 
use. 

u 

u 

(j.2.2 Memory and Address Organization 

Memory will be implemented with solid-state semiconductor devices.    Both Random Access 
Memory (RAM) and Programmable Read Only Memory (PROM) can be used.   RAM is used 
for packet buffers, program overlay areas :mci other temporary storage.   PROM is used to 
store firmware such as the operating system program. 

The addressing structure will locate RAM at the lower address bits and the PROM at the high 
order bits.    Memory is defined and divided in terms of pages.   A page is 256 words (x I(i bits) 
of storage.   The addressing structure allows for 15 pages (4096 words) of RAM and 15 pages 
(4U,J(i words) of PROM.   The Initial im,.^mentation of a repeater will be 204» words of RAM 
and 1024 words of PROM.    Tins is based on the preliminary estimate of the operating system 
software.   Additional memory up to 40,.)() words each c:ui be added by simply adding the 
memory circuit boards and wiring. 

RA.M: 

Figure G-5 shows the structure for one page of RAM.   A C-MOS memory will be used that is 
25(i x 1 bit.    For 256 words,  16 paks will be required.   For 1024 words, 64 paks are 
required.   The C-MOS device was chosen because of its low power consumption. 

Operating characteristics are: 

Read Cycle Time: 

Write Cycle Time: 

PROM: 

1 .2 microseconds 

1.2 microseconds 

I 

The programmabh   read only memory is a p-channel,  MOS/LSI device that is organized as a 
2.™ x ö bit memory.   Two devices are required to give 256 words of storage.    Figure 6-6 
shows the structure for lour pages (1024 words) of PROM using eight integrated circuits. 

The PROM access time is 1.2 microseconds. 

<i.2.;i    Memory Read/ Write Timing 

The memory timing logic accepts memory cycle requests and allocates memory access.   The 
CPU has priority over the DMA channels.   Therefore, whenever the CPU requests a memory 
cycle,  it is granted.   The DMA channels bid for a memory cycle asynchronous to the CPU 
timing or to other DMA channels. 
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Figure 6-5 .    Typical RAM Structure (25G Words). 
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Figure 6-6.     Typical PROM Structure (1024 Words). 
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Figure 6-7.     Direct Memory Access (DMA) Channei. 

In the absence of a CPU memory cycle request, the memory timing logic will allocate 
memory cycles to the DMA channels on a "cycle stealing" basis.   This logic will ;üso pro- 
vide gating oi the timing signals that interlace with memory. 

ß.2.4     DMA Channel 

Data is translerred through the various packet interlaces using a direct memory access 
(DMA) channel     A diagram ol the DMA channel is shown in figure 6-7.   The hardware is 
Identical  lor all applications,   both transmit,   receive and  radio and  station front-end 
tl o c X o ■ 

The logic consists oi an address register,  a word counter, a data register    a status/control 
register and control logic.   The application of a DMA channel to a specific'use      done 1 
assignment ol spec.hc bits in the status/control register and by hardware strapping options. 

u'Vn,1^ Channel accesses memory on a cycle stealing basis.   This is a true cycle steal as 

niv i    lufrpr n|Pri0rity V^ a mem0ry Cycle-   The m]A channel ca" access memory on j   1 the CPU does not make a memory request.   When a DMA channel needs to transfer 
data to/from memory   a bid is made for a memory cycle.   Several channels may bid for 

IZZlVVu      T^l   Tliey Wil1 be SerViced in a rotary bilsis when il memory cycle is available.    Ihe only timing restriction occurs when a channel cannot be serviced before 
another word is received (data TO memory) or requested (data FROM memory)   and over- 
run occurs     This places a restriction on the data rate and the number of DMA channels that 

m ^tZTot    " ^r eX1JCTeilt;l1 s^le'11 two ^io receive channels (dauSs      ' 
100 Kbps and 400 Kbps) and one radio transmit channel are implemented. Additionally, the 
two channels required when used as a station front end can be accommodated. 
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digital section 

6.2.4.1 Receive Data From Radio 

Before the radio is enabled to receive a packet, the DMA channel must be initialized.   The 
address register is loaded with the starting address of the packet buffer and the status/ 
control register is loaded with the appropriate data to enable the radio receive channel.   For 
the receive data application, the word counter is not loaded from the CPU,   The packet word 
length information comes in as a parameter in the packet and is loaded into the word counter. 
This allows handling variable length packets. 

When the sync signal is detected that indicates a packet is being received, the DMA channel 
causes an interrupt to the CPU and begins to request memory write cycles as the words are 
received.   When the word counter reaches count zero, the packet is complete and another 
interrupt is initiated to inform the processor of packet complete.   The DMA channel then 
drops receive enable line. 

6.2.4.2 Transmit Data To Radio 

When a packet is ready to transmit, the CPU initializes the DMA channel by loading the 
address register with the starting address of the packet buffer, the word counter with the 
number of words in the packet, and the status/control register with the necessary bits to 
enable the radio transmit channel.   The DMA channel will then make memory read request^. 
When the word counter has counted to zero, indicating the end of the packet from memory, 
an interrupt to the CPU is generated.   The CPU can then return the radio to the receive 
mode. 

G.2.5    Radio Interface 

The radio interface contains the interface logic between the modem and the DMA channel ot 
the microprocessor as shown in figures 6-8 and 6-9.   This interface logic will contain the 
following functions: 

• Rx Data Serial/Parallel Conversion 

• Cyclic Redundancy Error Check for Rx Data 

• Cyclic Redundancy Error Character Generator for Tx Data 

• Interface Control Signals 

(i.2.ö.l    Receive Data 

When a channel is initialized to receive a packet, the CPU will cause Rx enable to go high. 
When a packet is received, the sync line goes high and the NRZ serial Rx data is clocked 
into the serial in/parallel out shift register by the Rx clock.   The data is clocked into the 
error checking circuit as it is received.   A word counter counts 1(5 bits and transfers the 
word to the data latch.   A memory write request is raised to the DMA channel to initiate a 
bid for a memory cycle. 

This sequence continues until the end of the packet.   The error check logic will then deter- 
mine if cm error has been made.   The CPU will check the error bit to determine if the 
packet data is correct.   If the error is set, the packet is abandoned. 
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digital section 

CARRIER SENSE 

RCV  ENABLE 

ABBREVIATION 

SIPO'SR    SERIAL IN PARALLEL OUT/SHIFT  REGISTER 

Figure 6-8.    Radio Interface - Receive. 

The packet may be abandoned at any time by dropping Rx enable.   For example, the address 
in ormation in the packet header could indicate that the packet is not intended lor this 
reperr    The CPU could cause Rx enable to drop which would allow the radio to drop sync 
on this packet.   The channel could then be reinitialized to search for another packet. 

(i.2.ö.2     Transmit Data 

The initialization that must occur at this interface before transmitting a packet includes 
settlnfthTpower and frequency control bits and the transmit rate.   These control bits are 
transferred to the interlace when Tx enable goes high.   The radio will perlorm ^s in ernal 
unctions sucli as adjusting power, setting frequency, switching the antenna from Rx to Tx, 
ccWherüe radio is ready for Tx data, the bit clock will be returned across the interface. 
HcJeiving the bit clock is defined as a data request and the Tx data will be transferred across 
the interlace synchronously. 

The complete packet will be sent Iron, memory.   This will include the preamble,  h^der 
teS   and error check word.   At the end of the packet, the Tx enable signal wi 1 go low.    The 
So will complete transmitting any bits that are buffered mid when all the data has been 
transmitted will turn off the bit clock to the interlace. 
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Figure G-9.    Radio Interlace - Transmit. 
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(i.2.ö.;j    Remote Installation 

For installations which require the equipments to be separated, this separation will occur at 

c £JT action11 Itr^il1^ T^r W0Uld br ;it ;i Stilti0'1 install^on whe^ mc antenna   rl section, etc.,  might require locating at the top of a buildi.m or other hk>h 
point, and tin processor and other peripheral equipments would be loc^e '^0^pS ot 
the building.   Since it is desirable to have the flexibility of remote instSlat ona   tL Sn 
interne is designed to be tolerant of timing variation/that reTuU ^^{e^10 

Separate line driver/line terminator circuits will be required for remote installations   TWP 

Slai5oo1eient<:1Uded " ;i 1Kirt 0i the ,JaSiC rePeater     CilbIe l-^-^ed^o be"6 

A 

c>.2.<)    Input/Output Device Channel 

This I/O channel is provided in the basic repealer primarily as a test/maintenance aid   It 
also allows a repeater to function as a terminal or drop repeater in son^ ^ pTcations    When 
used as a repeater, the power to the I/O channel will be turned off when not in use 

Tn!lVn(i ?,UmnCl (figUre ?"1(,) 'iVeS the c^:lbility to load programs using KBD or paper tape 
and to enter/receive packets in the network.   The channel communicates with the SPU via 
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INPUT 

DEVICES 
TAPE 

READER 
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i. 

Figure ü-io.    i/o Channel. 

the data bus in a FDX mode.   The status/control/data register is provided    The data 
formatting lor the terminal device (tty) is done in the I/O channel logic 

livels13 a,ld terminat0rS ;lre addeci t0 the device interlace to convert the RS-232 interlace 

6.3    SOFTWARE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION 

The software elements planned for the initial packet repeater are illustrated in figure 6-11 
The elements provide the operating environment and processing capability necess irv lor the 
experimental  repealer to function as a terminal,  repcatcu-oL^stalion 11 Jn  en'uiu?!«,  the 
initial system/network tests. "uj-uib tne 

(1.3.1    Executive Program/Interrupt Process Routines 

This program implements the foreground, background, and executive processine modes -mri 
provides the path through which control is transferred from one n.ode to another     It  -avS 
and restores the machine state for foreground/background modes represented !n"the 'mu 
registers, status flags, program counter, and CPU stack. resented in the lour 

The interrupt routines are entered upon occurrence of a CPU interrupt through location 

rer^pts'a^^e^dtm:6 ^^ "^ ^ ^^ the ^ « ^ ^™*' 

Clock (fixed time intervtü) 

DMA Channels (radio/static a packet I/O) 

I/O channel (tty, paper tape console) 

Manual (operator) 
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Figure 6-11.    Packet Radio Repeater Software. 

The clock interrupt routine will increment a location in the memory base page for use bv 
programs that require an estimate of elapsed time. 

The DMA channel interrupt routines will, in general, make an entry in the packet service 
queue lor use by the packet handling programs.   The entry identifies the packet buffer    The 
interrupt routine reads the DMA channel registers and stores this information in the appro- 
priate packet buffer.   The Interrupt signifies the beginning of packet Tx/Rx or packet Tx/Rx 
complete.    The DMA channel interrupt routines will return control to the point of interrup- 
tion (foreground, executive modes) or checkpoint back-round and initiate the lorearound to 
immediately begin processing oi the packet. 

The I/O channel interrupt routine will input or output a single character to the I/O channel 
(console) per interrupt.   An unsolicited special character (to be defined) input shall be 
recognized as an operator request to enter the executive processing mode to implement the 
system test aids. 

The manual interrupt shall be recognized as an operator request to reinitialize the 
repeater. 

: 
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(i.a.2    Initialization/Restart Program 

This proSran, is re.puasiWe to, uu.i^i.a.,»,, or «star, of the repeater software Iron, a 
power-ofl state. 

Restart restores the software to the ^^Z^^ZZ^^^SZ^s 

events .md halted due to absence of processing requirement.. 

The program begin, at location FFFElfl and upon completion enters the executive program to 
initiate background and/or foreground processing. 

6.3.3    Packet Control/Preprocess Program 

Thl. proBran, 1. responsi.le tor P^^^Xct^^JS^^^S^«^ 
pacKets.   It requests f^^»'J^,D^^^tZ appropriate packet header 

^S l.s ° «laeatl I. llrst ia/tirst oot entries in the packet qaene. 

li.3.4    l>acket Header Process Houtines 

These routine. oeUed b, the packet control/preprocess P^-'J^^taS'^termlne 

the disposal ol the packet   and pmorm L O( these routmes 

SIT „rue^r^rÄ^ "e^er Nation i?ont end or tern,in.. 

8.3.5    Packet RLM Loader 

This routine is a specif packet he^er process routine.   It shall load software contained in 
packet text into the overlay program area lor execution. 

The software shall be contained in Relocatable Load Module (RLM) format records as defined 
by'he National Semiconductor IMP-16 language assemblers. 

The loaded programs ^^^^^^ £u'^ÄeTp- 
subsequent prognuns     .^ 1^

Jtu^';    „„'.„„„i.o,.,,.,,, diagnostics) and other low-use 
fr^aÄ^eS menVy requircnents for repeaters and tenmnais, 

6 3.6    Packet Buffer Allocation Routine 

Ihe^ystenu   iLh packet buffer in memory consists of the following: 

a. Preamble (for packet trims mission) 

b. Packet header, text, error flag 
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C.     DMA channel register values :a point ot interruption 

d.    Additional inloniK'Mon which detines the processing ol the packet (Tx, Rx, requires 
passive acknowledge, etc.) 

6.3.7    Paper Tape Loaders 

Two paper tape loaders are provided to load program! or data into the repeater memory. 
The Ixiotstrap loader loads absolute soitware or data irom the console (I/O channel) paper 
tape reader.   The paper tape format containing binary data shall be as follows: 

Word 1 

2 

3-N 

N+l 

IxKid address 

Number ol data words 

Data words 

Entry address 

The data may be software or packets lor test simulations. 

The RLM paper tape loader loads soitware in absolute (non-relocatable) RLM format records 
as defined for the National Semiconductor IMP-l(i. 

The loaders shall normally be called by the operator via appropriate console keyboard entry. 

6.3.«    Local Terminal Interface Program 

This program provides the operator at the tty console keyboard with system supervision and 
control, system test and debug aids, and terminal operation via appropriate keyboard input. 
The operator directed functions are listed iio follows: 

a. Initiate programs at defined locations 

b. Insert software breakpoints for program trace 

c. Display and modify selected memory locations 

d. Display CPU; program counter, registers, status, stack 

e. Load programs and data from paper tape 

f. Dump loadable memory image to papei tape 

g. Load and display packet buffers 

h.     Modify selected parameters which determine packet I/O characteristics 

Some functions shall execute in the background processing mode and simulate terminal 
operation.   System test aids function in the executive processing mode. 
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O.y.D    Radio/Station I, O Houtines 

rhesc routines shall be called by the packet control preprocess program They shall enable 
s^cted DMA channel, and control the DMA channeJ registers as dJlined by th^CfÄS 
One packet input or output shall be specified per call. »""■«i • 

(5.;i.l0    Terminal I O Routine 

Tliis routine shall be called to provide input and output to the I/O channel tty/paper fine 
terminal.   The routine/call shall provide the capability to: »y/paper cape 

a. Output a message to the printer 

b. Liput a message from the keyboard 

c. Call for tty input (single character) 

d. Output a character to paper tape 

e. Input a character from paper tape 

fi.3.11    Utility Routines 

^■m i^^iT iV'1^ maV,t' (,e.vclo',(?d wh
u
lch ^ MM to several programs.   These routines 

shall be callable via indirect jump to subroutine through the memory base page    These 
routine, shall be reentrant or. if in use. appear busy to requesting programs 
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i. 
Section 7 

Kquipment Integration 

I. 

Equipment integration, as described in this section, is only directed at packaging and the 
power system.   The interlaces between the radio, signal processing section and the dhntaJ 
section or their subassemblies are covered elsewhere in this document. 

7.1    PACKAGING 

Since this is intended to be an experimental system, the design is expected to change several 
times in order that different design and operational approaches can be invesUgated   The 
Packaging effort Is directed at obtaining a total repealer package of 1 cubic loot, but main- 
taining the flexibility to easily change out functional subassemblies.   Figure 7-1 shows the 
repeater as a pole-mounted package. 

7.1.1    Baseline Concepts 

a. Repeater Sections.   The design technology relates to two major areas: (1) digital and 
(2) rl and signal processing. The size of the two sections is projected to be about equal 
Separation ol the experimental repeater into two major hardware groups, allows that the 
final package can be made square for repeater pole mounting (stackin-; sections), Ion-and 
narrow lor a man-portable terminal (sections end-to-end), or even two completely 
separate sections.   The Interface to the experimental station processor will require the 
repeater digital section to be close to the processor.   The radlo/signaJ processing sec- 
tion neeos to be at the antenna to minimize rl losses in cabling to the antenna.   Thus   the 
development oi the initial experimental units is based around two equipment sections. 

b. Module Functions.    In either section, the subassemblies or modules will be printed 
circuit cards.    The objective is to have each major function (Irequency synthesizer 
data detectors   bit sync, memory, CPU, etc.) as a separate module.   The modules are 
Plug-in.   If a different CPU, Irequency synthesizer, data detection, etc., design is to be 
tried, the change need not affect the other functions requiring design modification. 

This approach does not provide the most compact unit.   The selection ol components and 
packaging density is only pursued to the point of having a function lit in a module. 

c. Module Impact on Package Size.    A number of module designs have been developed and 
are described in the following paragraph.    The module packages have been and continue 
to be evaluated to satisfy the function design.   To conform to a card cage design   the 
height and depth of the modules are fixed.   The only variables are module width and 
quantity     1,ach card cage section will be approximately S inches high and 8 inches deep 
With the length being determined by the final design of the modules mid functions.    Fitmre 
i-I reflects the quantity of modules required for repeater operation. 

7.1.2    Module Design 

For most functions, the required circuit area is approximately 30 square inches.   An edge-on 
connector was selected for its simplicity and the wide range of interconnections it allows.   For rf 
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equipment integration 

modules, sliielding was considered necessary and coaxial connectors were selected to mount 
to the module shield.   The following is a summary of the module design« defined to date. 

a.     Basic Unshielded Printed Circuit Card.     Figure 7-2 shows the basic unshielded circuit 
card used primarily for the digital circuits.   A ground around the usahle circuit area 
iUlows the addition of a low-grade shield if digital ■witching produces interference. 
Figure 7-3 shows the low-grade shielded module. 

I).    Shielded Modules.     Figure 7-4 shows a t;dl shielded module.   The circuit card is 
mounted on standoffs from the edge-on connector mounting board.   Figure 7-5 shows 
the tall shielded module circuit board mounting for one or two circuit cards.   The two 
circuit cards m:ike maximum use of the space.   Where tall components are required, 
such as temperature compensated crystal oscillators (TCXO), this module must be used. 

Not ;dl shielded circuits use tall components: thus, a short shielded module is also used. 
Figure 7-() shows this option. 

7,1.3    Miniaturization 

Where practical and considered necessary, hybrid thin film assemblies are developed using 
c-iiip components to reduce size.   A good example of this is the random access memory 
(KAM),  rseofdiscretc dual inline packages IDIP), allows32DIP to fit on an unshielded bot id 
This provides 312 words, each word being l(i bits.    The 30 square inches can be shrunk to' 
a 1.4- x 2.4-inch thin film package that has the same capability.   As a result, between 3K 
and 4K words of HAM memory can be obtained on one board that previously would only hold 
U..JK words.   This is typical of the magnitude of change possible without using Large Scale 
Integration (LSI) techniques.   The change is a result of removing the input/output space to 
tiie circuits.   The same problem is present with the circuit card.   Area for handles, card 
guides, and connectors is a significant percentage of the space. 

7.2    POWER 

The objective of a repeater is to have unattended operation for periods of several months. 
This means that power drain must be a significant factor in design approach and selection of 
components.    Figures 7-7 and 7-8 show the range of weight and size of batteries to power a 
device that consumes an average power of 10 to 60 watts.   A maximum and minimum range 
ol weight and size are presented on the basis of batteries available on the market.   The 
curves show that power consumption must be minimized to obtain realistic battery sizes. 

7.2.1     Design Guidelines 

There are two basic considerations in reducing power:   (1) low power circuit designs and (2) 
switching of power so that only needed system functions are ON at any given time.   The low- 
power circuit design means selection of a circuit and obtaining low-power devices to imple- 
ment that design.   The two aspects are also complicated by tradeoffs in circuit space and 
design simplicity. 

In general, the simple design satisfies low power and minimum space considerations.   Power 
consumption must be considered on an equal plane with how to implement the circuit.' Comple- 
mentary MOS (CMOS) circuits require microwatts of power, but operate at slower speeds. 
Low-power Schottky circuits take less power than conventional logic.   Where speed is critical 
emitter coupled logic (ECL) can be used, but at a significant increase in power.   Shopping 
around for a component generally reflects a wide range of primary power required.   Opera- 
tional amplifiers can Ue obtained from the microwatt power range to hundreds of milliwatts. 
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Figure 7-2.    General Printed Circuit Board (PCB) Configuration. 
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Figure 7-3.     Low-Grade Shielded Module. 
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CIRCUIT CARD 

COVER, SHIELD 
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DIP BRAZED 
SHIELD ASSY 
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OF  MOUNTING CARD 
ON OUTSIDE AND TO 
CIRCUIT CARD INSIDE) 

Figure 7-4.    Tall Shielded Module Assembly, 
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Many devices rated at ±15 volts can be operated at ±5 volts, thereby reducing power.   This 
design process is working very effectively to minimize power. 

Where the power drain is significant and for a function not always required, turning the 
function OFF represents power savings.   The switching time must be considered early in 
the design, as has been the case in the present development.   The turn-on/turn-off, 
initialization transients, and the power required to hold the circuit OFF affect this decision. 
The transmitter driver circuits are OFF when not transmitting.   The final output is a high 
efficiency class C amplifier. 

In the processor, the Programmable Read Only Memory (PROM) is power switched on a 
bit-by-bit basis.   The CPU itself is cycled to a standby mode if there is no packet traffic. 

A target of 10 watts for a standby receive mode is established.   During the transmit time 
period, 40 to 50 watts are required.   This places large surges on the power stream.   Most 
of the surge power is used at 24 vdc for the rf power amplifier. 
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Figure 7-5.    Tall Shielded Module Board Mounting. 
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Figure 7-7.     Battery Capacity-Weight-Size Versus 
Duration of Operation (Long Term), 
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1.2.2    Power Supplies 

lXJuu.lT Stf HrUC 'TCr r!qUl5?d at 24 Vdc' a prim:'r>• P^' ■«»«« ol that volta«e wai •elected.   The other voltagei lor the circuits were reduced to the foUowii«: 

13 V HF IF amplifiers, operational amplifiers, and frequency 
standards. 

+5V 

-.")V[)C 

•12\1)C 

TT1. iind CMOS logic and comparators, :uul amplifiers 
operatinj; at reduced voltages. 

ECL logic and comparators, operational ampliliers operatinu 
at reduced voltage. 

PROM's iuid miscellaneous special circuits. 

These voltages are obtained by dc-to-dc converters operating from 24 vdc.   The efficiency 
. . K. n.nvc.u.rs ranges iron, 60 to 80 percent, thus representing a significant porüon !d^he 
total input power.    I he operation ol the rt power amplifier directly from the dc source 
improves the overall efficiency. »ourc« 

SuitchinK regulators have been selected lor their high efficiency, small size, and low weight 
The switching frequency is approximately 25 kHz, allowing simple fUtering. 

!. 
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